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This paper presents the project required for completion of the degree of a 

Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology. This paper is a description of the project and a 

reflection on its implementation. Following this presentation, at Appendix A, is the 

original proposal for the project and, at Appendix B, the materials used in the actual 

performance of the project. It may prove fruitful to read this paper backwards--it is 

the appendix material which sets forth the subject about which this paper speaks.’ 

If there is a way to describe the project in a few words, it would be to say that 

the project has been constantly in transition, both as a consequence of my own 

learning and as a consequence of feedback about the project | have received. Itis an 

effort for me to ascertain which project | am presently endeavoring to present--the one 

originally proposed, the one | am still formulating today, or one of the many variations 

as | worked through the process of planning. However, | want to be clear as to what 

| am doing: simply stated, | offer my project proposal as submitted and the first draft 

of my project as used for my Maryknoll Affiliate group in Hinsdale, Illinois. 

I. The Proposal (viewed in the light of the performance of the project). 

The proposal was too ambitious. Initially, | had wanted to explore the meaning 

of the Maryknoll charism and how this could be lived by middle class North Americans 

  

' Appendix C is a final revision in the light of my experience and in light of the 

comments | received about the presentation. Appendix D is a bibliography for this 

entire undertaking.  



as Maryknoll Affiliates.” Further, | was interested in how this might be accomplished 

by those | referred to as "Nevers," individuals who had never been formally associated 

with Maryknoll or who had never had mission experience. My goal at the outset was 

to try to facilitate a process whereby the Nevers could understand what they were 

doing with Maryknoll. However, as the reading progressed through the bibliography 

suggested in the proposal, | became increasingly convinced that the effort first had to 

be one of self-identification. It became important to me to first understand who | was 

before | could move to what | ought to do or how | ought to relate to Maryknoll. 

The problem initially had been to enter into the Maryknoll charism. The 

unfolding investigation led me to seek who it was who wanted to know about the 

charism. Even though my proposal stressed my socio-economic position as middle 

class, | did not fully realize why this was important. | suspected that this might only 

be a superficial distinction and one which did not add any light to the discussion. 

However, the reading led me to see that one of the activities we devote a substantial 

amount of our time to, indeed, perhaps a majority of our waking hours, has a powerful 

impact on who we are. That is, | saw that our work is a shaper and maker of our 

identity. The fact of being middle class is related to our work because the middle 

class lifestyle is the method by which we dispose of the earnings of our work. 

Moreover, our work typically determines our class standing. To be middle class is to 

  

2 Affiliates are persons who associate themselves with Maryknoll by committing 

to the Affiliate Covenant. They remain in their existing family and work situations but 

seek to orient their lives so as to be mindful of Maryknoll and the work of mission in 

its broadest sense. Further particulars are in the proposal, Appendix A. 
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have a certain kind of occupation; to be middle class is to be halfway between the 

frequent despair of poverty and the posture of having all that we need and yet not 

being satisfied. To be middle class is also to have a worldview whereby our 

expectations about the future, about setbacks and the next generation are similar. 

Being middle class is emphasized in the proposal and the project because it is the 

milieu with which | am most familiar. Further, | believe it is the economic station of 

the majority of Affiliates. 

As stated above, the project could not explore the meaning of Maryknoll and 

how we relate to it without first exploring who the "we" is that is doing the relating. 

Accordingly, work was explored as a critical component in our identities and one 

which had a significant impact on how we understand the meaning of Maryknoll. 

Another area which did not prove as fruitful in the performance of the project 

as was anticipated in the proposal was the learning to be gained from how various 

"third orders” had associated themselves with the primary order of the professed 

religious. | expected to compare and contrast the Affiliates with such groups. 

However, it turned out that satisfactory resource material was not accessible to me. 

The few materials that | did find were little more than pious propaganda for the 

religious order in question. These materials were apparently meant more for internal 

consumption than circulation to the world at large. Further, it was my assessment 

that the experience of organizations such as the Poor Clares or the Benedictine 

Oblates would not necessarily translate into anything meaningful for the Affiliates. | 

suspected that such an inquiry would amount to a search for a simplistic answer. |  



came to believe, as | completed the professional readings course in preparation for the 

project, that the search for understanding the Maryknoll charism or our own worklives 

was not to see how these things existed in the abstract. Rather, | saw that 

understanding required a personal coming to terms, a conversion, a way of being 

which was my own and not anyone else's. The call to each Affiliate was not going 

to be to emulate some other order; the call was to live one’s own life and understand 

it. The task of seeing the identity of each individual is an adventure that we each 

must do for ourselves. It was my expectation that earnest effort would be required 

in order to commence this understanding. 

A final departure from the proposal was to eliminate the focus on Maryknoll 

"Nevers." Use of this term was seen as divisive by several former Maryknoll 

members. They did not understand that they had any particular gift to bring which 

was not shared in by the rest of us. Indeed, | sometimes perceived that the use of the 

term "Nevers" suggested that it was the Nevers who had the gift and not the Formers. 

Accordingly, to embrace the fact that we are all people sharing the same dream of a 

relationship whith Maryknoll, | have removed the emphasis on Nevers. 

Il. Reflection on the presentation. 

A. The method of analysis. 

Perhaps only for some interest in symmetry, the presentation will be assessed 

using the tripolar method. That is, since the issues of work and Maryknoll were 

approached with this method, the same method will be used here to see how effective  



or useful was the presentation. Under the tripolar method, we will bring to bear the 

insights of Scripture, theological discourse and our own experiences and the 

understanding of social sciences. The object of the inquiry is the presentation of the 

Appendix B materials to my Affiliate group. Although each of the prongs of the 

tripolar method reinforces or modifies the other, each will be separately presented 

below. It is hoped that this approach will allow clarity as to how the separate 

elements of the analysis are being utilized. 

B. The analysis. 

1. Theological writings. In this branch of the tripolar method, | turn to 

some general writings which instruct me to be open and to listen to the people 

involved in the project. Chiefly, | refer to Thomas N. Hart’s The Art of Christian 

Listening. In this thought-provoking book, | am told to allow the experience to come 

to me, rather than to have me create and mold an experience to some pre-conceived 

notion | might have. The experience of which | speak is, of course, the experience of 

the presentation of the project to my Maryknoll group. Hart tells me to be a friend to 

those | am with, to listen to them. He quotes Camus to summarize his understanding 

of ministry: 

Do not walk behind me. | may not lead. 

Do not walk in front of me. | may not follow. 

Just walk beside me, and be my friend. 

If | am to walk with my friends as | review what happened when | presented the 

project and to guide me toward the future, | must remove issues of my own self-worth 

from this analysis. The presentation was not about me. The presentation was about  



sharing with other people what others have said about our worklives; the presentation 

was not about how | performed. Hart informs the tripolar method by telling me to 

assess the project by removing concern about "how | am doing." Hart says to listen 

to what others told me. If | am to be a minister, | am to reach out to others and not 

rely on others to feed me continuously. 

| would also call upon James J. DiGiacomo and John J. Walsh and their book, 

So You Want to do Ministry?, as a theological writing to assist in the tripolar method 

of assessment. Also, John J. Walsh's book Integral Justice: Changing People, 

Changing Structures will be consulted. These books advise to look not only at the 

symptom but also at the larger question of why the symptom exists. The authors’ 

example is taken from the theory of faith development (largely James Fowler’s, it 

seems) which they offer. In this example, they suggest that the more mature faith will 

ask not just, "How can | feed the hungry?" but also, "What is causing these people 

to be hungry?” 

Walsh and DiGiacomo offer a new way of thinking--do not only heal the 

symptoms but inquire also as to how the disease might be cured. To reason from 

their approach, this assessment of the presentation with the Maryknoll Affiliates will 

look to not only how it was received but also why that was so. For example, is there 

something about us which prevents us from thinking about our work or, alternatively, 

is there something about work which allows us to speak freely about it? 

Hart tells me how | should prepare myself to think about the assessment. 

Walsh and DiGiacomo tell me to look at the questions behind the surface activity. In  



my vocabulary, Hart seeks for me to be prayerful and reflective, while Walsh and 

DiGiacomo urge me to ask hard questions. 

2. Scripture. The second movement of the tripolar method is to consult 

Scripture. This is not done for the purpose of finding a "prooftext." Such would be 

an abuse of Scripture. Particularly in the task at hand, | am searching not for answers, 

for there are no answers here, but only help in assessing accurately what transpired 

at the times of the presentations. 

| can look to Scripture here to inform me how my Tradition views my concerns. 

That is, | inspect Scripture to guide me and to allow me to see whether my views are 

within the pale of what the sacred writings teach. As a practical matter, | can peruse 

Scripture to find something to speak to me. To use Hart's approach, | can use 

Scripture as a friend to accompany me. This approach is particularly appropriate here 

because | am looking only for help in assessing what happened. 

If | can use Scripture as this kind of resource, a friend to speak with me, | can 

choose what might be important to me. In doing so, | recall Kerry Koller’s book which 

relied often on Scripture, particularly the Psalms, to help him discuss how to live more 

simply. | refer now to a few lines from Psalm 90: 

Lord, you have been 

our refuge age after age... 

For a thousand years in your sight are like yesterday 

when it is past, 

or like a watch in the night. 

You sweep them away; they are like a dream, 

like grass that is renewed in the morning... 

The psalmist invites me to realize my position with respect to the universe. As  



important as | may be to God, | do yet remain one who is not in control of all. 

to trust and hope: 

You make springs gush forth in the valleys; 

they flow between the hills, 

giving drink to every wild animal; 

the wild asses quench their thirst. 

By the streams the birds of the air have their habitation; 

they sing among the branches. (Ps 104: 10-12). 

As stated above, these verses are not material to give answers. These few 

verses direct me rather to a state of prayerfulness and a consciousness that | am 

looking for help in understanding how others might be helped to see what their work 

means for them. Again, this particular tripolar reflection is a reflection about another 

reflection--that offered to the Maryknoll Affiliates. The Psalms provide me with a point 

of reference from which to assess--our work is only part of the total creation of God. 

3. Experience. This element of the tripolar method calls us to consider 

what we experienced, what others experienced and how our assessment of our 

experiences might be validated by others and by our own prior experiences. What 

follows is a brief recitation of what was experienced in presenting the material to my 

fellow Affiliates. 

The First Session. The material set forth in Appendix B was presented in two 

installments, in January and February, 1995, to the Maryknoll Affiliate chapter in the 

western suburbs of Chicago. Several weeks before each of the meetings, the 

supporting materials were mailed to all persons on the mailing list with the request 

that each be prepared for the upcoming meeting by reviewing the mailing. Attendance 

was typical on both evenings--seven persons were present. Each evening commenced  



with one of the Scripture readings in the package of materials for each session. 

Thereafter, | reviewed the supporting materials briefly by highlighting the key points 

of several of the offerings. | did this with the expectation that only some of the 

attendees would have read the mailing. 

Following this orientation to the topic, | attempted to retreat from center stage 

and serve only as one who would facilitate the pursuit of the questions which had 

been included in the materials. | intentionally included more questions than could be 

discussed within the length of our typical meeting so as to deal with the possibility 

that the group was not moved to speak much about a more limited list of questions. 

In general, my experience with the first session was one of joy. The goal of the 

first session was to articulate why we work, as well as to see why it is often 

problematic. | wanted to explore the others’ ideas about work. In this pursuit, it 

appeared to me that some of our more reticent members were very enthusiastic in 

speaking about their work, particularly as it related to the wisdom they wanted to pass 

on to their children. Several of our members are retired and they were active in 

offering their views about retirement and how this related to their former careers. The 

retired members of the group seemed unanimous in calling for a retirement to 

something and not from something. They wanted their children to be engaged in 

occupations which were not so burdensome or ill-suited that retirement appeared as 

a refuge. 

The group viewed work, or at least their work, with favor. They saw 

unemployment as a time of excruciating boredom and frustration. They saw the lack  



of work as deprivation, even aside from the financial peril unemployment engendered. 

It was also very interesting to hear one of our members speak of how we would, in 

effect, "cheat God" if we did not use our talents fully. Another, a member of the 

clergy, voiced his concern that he always live up to the expectations of those who 

gave their money to support his order. A strong distaste seemed to be expressed by 

him for those who abused the trust placed in them when they failed to work to their 

potential; he saw this as parasitism. 

Two other threads of comment were offered. First, several people recalled the 

concept of going through the day as one committed to God by virtue of having said 

the Morning Offering. They liked this idea as a way of providing an overarching 

framework to the many different activities and concerns which face us. Second, one 

person spoke of upholding the community fabric by getting up every morning and 

setting out to perform one’s duties in one’s job. She saw that this attention to 

responsibilities was a public act which encouraged the rest of us to do likewise. Her 

service often caused her fatigue or some other discomfort, but she wanted to do her 

part to keep the world going.® 

Bearing in mind the cautions raised above in the other two elements of the 

tripolar method whereby | need to minimize my personal stake in the assessment, | 

can say that | was very gratified that my group responded so well to the first session 

and that there was so much sharing (including one of our members who dislikes even 

  

3 | am reminded here of the universalizing stage of faith in James Fowler's 

analysis or in Walsh and DiGiacomo. 
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using the word "sharing!"). | thought it was one of the best meetings in our several 

year history. 

The Second Session. The format of the second session was the same as the 

first. The evening again commenced with a Scripture reading from the materials. 

Thereafter, | attempted to review the course of the prior meeting and encourage the 

group by congratulating them on their very personal sharing in the earlier session.” 

The intention of this session was to consider how the "problem" of work might be 

"solved." That is, | wanted us to move to consider how a Maryknoll Affiliate might 

understand the work he or she does when such is performed in the workaday world. 

In preparing the materials for the second session, | intentionally scaled back the 

readings. | had the feeling that only some of the group had found the time to do the 

reading. In calling attention to the new readings for the second session, | highlighted 

the various Vatican pronouncements and attempted to relate them to the business of 

Maryknoll. Further, | called the group’s attention to the writing of John Haughey and 

how he suggests that we include our work as part of the work of creation, that we 

obey what we hear when we submit our work to God and that we hope that there is 

meaning in what we do and that we are effective in some way. 

When we turned to the questions, we again did only a few of them. Happily, 

there was enough to talk about. The lack of silence, although encouraging to me as 

  

* | did the review myself since | usually feel uncomfortable when | am asked to 

review for "the teacher" at the beginning of a class, even a low stress one such as a 

parish adult education program. | assumed that my colleagues in Maryknoll would 

suffer from the same reflex conditioned by years of schooling. Therefore, as stated, 

| did the recapitulation. 

1.  



a presenter, was, more importantly, a sign that the topic was one which concerned 

the group. My intention had not been to get people interested in what | liked or found 

challenging. My desire had been to help people deal with an area of their lives which 

often made them unhappy and confused (or, to be truthful, affected me in such a 

fashion). 

The talk centered on three areas: again, the morning offering notion of turning 

everything over to God; discussion of the course of history, whether upward, 

downward or neither; and that "grace builds on nature." In that the first of these 

notions has already been mentioned, | will elaborate only on what | heard about the 

second two. The group, | think, found provocative the question as to whether we can 

discern a growing perfection and trend toward God. The former seminarians in the 

group were quick to bring up the name of Teilhard de Chardin. Others were very 

downcast in their assessment of where the human race was headed. It seemed that 

this opinion was that, left on our own, we will undoubtedly destroy the planet. 

However, this dismal forecast was seen as one to be upset by God who would protect 

us from ourselves. 

The other interesting question raised related to the comment of one of the 

Maryknoll priests who was visiting with us. It was his comment which was recalled 

from his seminary days, that "grace builds on nature." He stated that he meant this 

to be solace to us to understand that we must accept who we are, learn what our 

natures and gifts are, and ask God to assist us thereafter, to work with the raw 

material provided, so to speak. | believe this comment was offered so as to dispel  



some of the gloom which may have settled over the room as we doubted whether we 

were sufficiently mindful of the impact our economic acts have on others. The 

countervailing idea offered was to ask us to accept who we are and to be more 

forgiving of ourselves. 

After the discussion was concluded, the bibliography, entitled "Session Ill--To 

be completed over the rest of your life," was distributed with a few words of 

explanation and an urging of the group to pursue some of the books. 

The meeting closed with a prayer | had written and which is included in the 

session two materials. 

lll. The aftermath: evaluation and commentary. 

In the project proposal, | suggested that a criterion for success would be 

whether the project engendered any discussion of the issues | sought to raise. Itis 

my belief that | have prompted such a discussion. | have spoken privately with a few 

members of my group and they have volunteered to me that they enjoyed the 

presentation and were thankful that | had raised the questions. One of the members 

has lent me one of her de Chardin books to allow me to review his thoughts on work 

and the perfection of the universe. This book is from the person who saw work as 

a duty to the community and who, several times, spoke of sublimating her work 

through the daily intention of the Morning Offering. 

Further, | have heard from the national co-ordinator of the Affiliate program that 

both he and the Superior General of the Maryknoll Fathers wanted to encourage me  



in my pursuit of the relationship between Maryknoll and work. Additionally, | have 

heard from a number of Affiliates from around the country who have read of my 

project in the Affiliate newsletter, Not So Far Afield, and who have requested copies. 

Finally, | have received a call from John J. Walsh, one of the authors in my 

bibliography, with the suggestion that my session three, "the rest of your life," be 

modified so as to include some of the concepts which he finds so useful. That is, he 

has suggested that the session three materials openly suggest to readers that there 

is a path of faith development, that we must always be on the move to an ever- 

widening view of the world. 

A disappointment that | have with the project is that it remains difficult to 

articulate Maryknoll’s relationship to work. That is, the Affiliates and others in the 

Maryknoll family seem interested in the topic but there still seems to be something 

missing, something which would clearly state what being an Affiliate has to do with 

a sane and faith-filled participation in our economy. 

Perhaps this disappointment is only evidence of my desire for certainty and my 

inclination to try to find an answer which is too easy. Although | believe that there 

is a link between being a Maryknoll Affiliate and being a good lawyer, father, husband 

and small Christian community member, | do not know that my project can do 

anything but speak of one small part of the entire problem. Just as | was expecting 

to find an answer at the outset of the project to my concerns about work, so too | 

now wonder why | have not found the single way to correlate Maryknoll with work. 

Of course, as | write these words, | know very well that there is an answer,  



there is a unitary response to be made. The difficulty is that this answer is a call to 

me to be converted, to change again and again, to do so everyday and to renew my 

commitment to the Reign as often as | can. This, however, is hard work. The saving 

dimension of this work is that this hard work can be entered into joyfully, if | keep 

aware of what | am doing. 

IV. The Future. 

Attached as Appendix C is the revised project which reflects the comments | 

have received and my experience in presenting it to the group. The modifications are 

to simplify, refocus and eliminate some confusing terminology. For example, some of 

the readings from the first session have been removed. | do not think anyone read 

them all (Perhaps we are all too busy with work?). In lieu of some of those readings, 

| will add words to exhort the reader to take up what materials are present and to read 

them prayerfully. Second, | have changed the layout of the first session readings 

somewhat so as to make clear that the excerpts are not all from Juliet Schor’s book, 

The Overworked American. 

| have added more information to the introductory comments to the project. 

Those words came from my cover letters which accompanied copies of the project 

sent out to those who had asked for the paper. Also, the reference to "building up 

the Church" was modified to speak of the "people of God" instead. One of my 

readers thought that | was being pro-Vatican and seeking to promote the institutional 

church.  



This revamped edition of the project will be duplicated and will continue to be 

made available to participants in the Affiliate movement. Further, itis my hope to add 

graphics and some different styles of print so as to make the project even more 

readable. This last venture, however, awaits the purchase of some desktop publishing 

software. 

V. The Beginning. 

After completion of this paper and its submission to my faculty advisor, the 

project will begin again. Application of the tripolar method one last time tells me that 

the conclusion of this project is not any completion of any final work. Rather, the 

theology writers and the Scripture | have read, buttressing my own experience, tell me 

that | have not finished until there are no more questions. 

The project has been a very important opportunity for me to read, study and 

pray about work. It seems, however, as if it is only a beginning. The project has 

answered some questions and raised new ones. Indeed, is that not the way we 

should live our lives everyday? 

thconclu  



TH56204 Introduction: The pastoral project is one of the integrating activities of the 

pastoral theology program. While students may discuss plans with the director at any 

point during the program, specific plans for the proposal will be initiated during the 
TH562 Arts of Ministry course as a unit assignment. These will be reviewed by the 

director as well as the professor for the course. 

In summary, the pastoral project includes five major steps: 

Proposal: 

|. Identify a pastoral problem or concern 

Il. Develop a plan of action response which includes at least one accepted 

theological reflection process carried out in interaction with other persons. 

Project: 

lll. Implement the plan of action 
IV. Evaluate the results 
V. Present the entire project narrative to the professor who will forward it to the 

program director. 

I. Identification of a Pastoral Problem 

A. A thorough sketch of the pastoral concern being addressed. This ordinarily 

takes the form of a response to a pastoral need. 

Within the past two years, the Maryknoll Affiliates have come into existence. 

This is a project sponsored jointly by the Maryknoll Society (fathers and brothers) and 

the Maryknoll Congregation (sisters). The Maryknoll Affiliates are lay persons who 

associate themselves with the work of Maryknoll and who seek to support this work 

in the context of their non-ordained, non-professed lives in the United States. Those 

who are part of the Affiliate program speak of the "Maryknoll Movement,” a 

phenomenon which is propelled by the pursuit of the "Maryknoll charism." 

A difficulty which has arisen in this new venture is that there is sometimes 

lacking a clear understanding, a capturing, of exactly what is at stake. Often, when 

those who call themselves "affiliates" gather, there may be as many views of who 

they are as there are affiliates present. The affiliates and the sponsoring entities, the  



Society and the Congregation, are all clear that the "Movement" is the combined 

venture of all Maryknoll members, staff, lay missioners, supporters and affiliates. All 

these persons identify with the goal of missionary activity in the world; all understand 

that missionary activity is the proclaiming of the Gospel through many more avenues 

than simply serving explicitly religious needs of people in foreign lands. For example, 

all are clear that the Gospel’s proclamation includes living in peace with persons who 

are different than the proclaimer, living as an example of what Christianity could 

mean, being with persons who are suffering and being with them without possessing 

any hidden agenda of changing anyone’s religion. The missionary seeks to announce 

God's love for the world by being with people in a manner which dignifies the worth 

and value of all persons. Stated alternatively, the missionary offers himself or herself 

to others and does so while the missionary’s identity as a Christian is explicit or 

implicit." All of this is the work of the Movement, those who are connected with 

Maryknoll. 

What becomes difficult to define is how the affiliate carries out his or her work 

within the Maryknoll charism. Thus, although all will acknowledge the importance of 

missionary activity, the precise orientation of this to Maryknoll is the question. The 

structure of the organization is known; what remains is to understand how the 

individual who is not a professed religious can act within a structure with which the 

  

' Not to minimize the missionary’s identification, | am reminded of words | 

recently heard spoken by Maya Angelou on a recording of her essays collected under 

the title of Wouldn't Take Nothin’ For My Journey Now. In one of these essays, she 

expresses amazement when someone comes to her and announces, "lI am a 

Christian." Her response is, "What, already? How did you do that so fast?" 
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non-professed has only a loose tie. Of course, the clarity recedes even further when 

one considers that the affiliates are not serving in a foreign land, might never have 

been there and might have no immediate plans for serving abroad. The affiliates are 

often in the midst of raising children, engaged in careers which do not permit 

prolonged absences or are married to persons who do not share the call to missionary 

activity. And yet, these people choose to call themselves affiliates of Maryknoll and 

seek to help in the work. 

Here lies the problem--can lay persons fit within the Maryknoll Movement as 

affiliates when they continue to lead quite ordinary lives as middle class North 

Americans? Moreover, how do these persons learn what the Maryknoll charism is? 

To narrow the problem further, particular attention will be paid to the subset of 

affiliate members who are known as "nevers." That is, many affiliates are "formers," 

persons who were previously in the Maryknoll Society or Congregation or were 

overseas lay missioners. The affiliates who have never served in such capacities are 

"nevers" and they have a less clear idea of what the calling is, although somehow 

they know the calling. They are unsure whether a dichotomy between professed 

religious life and lay life is genuine or false. They are uncertain about the respective 

abilities of these two groups to live the Maryknoll charism. 

What is being sought by these affiliates who are nevers is the opportunity to 

  

2 This is not to suggest that the career cannot be changed and one cannot move. 

What is suggested is that if an affiliate is raising a family and the family does not 

choose to leave, the affiliate is certainly obligated to honor the wishes of the family. 

It seems unethical to "inflict" one’s calling on another without permission. 

3  



answer in some concrete fashion the call that they hear. None of them seeks to 

pretend to be a missioner in the traditional sense, none of them seeks to play at being 

a missioner. Each seeks authenticity in responding to the call. The confusion arises 

from the juxtaposition of the North American lifestyle with the conditions obtaining in 

foreign or overseas service. The affiliate asks himself or herself, "How can | be an 

affiliate, how can | be other than a pretender to the claim of participating in mission 

while | continue to live my life here?" 

Precisely, the pastoral problem is how to give one’s life over to a mission calling 

while being an affiliate and while also living the other facets of a middle class, North 

American life. Stated alternatively, the pastoral problem is to identify the degree to 

which possessing the appellation of "Maryknoll affiliate” overtakes and orients one’s 

life. Is being an affiliate a matter of meeting and praying with very interesting and 

warm people, people who have had marvelous experiences and who are open to 

sharing them with the never-affiliate? Or is being an affiliate something like getting 

married whereby many of one’s orientations, insights and options are altered, 

enhanced, changed or restricted by virtue of having committed one’s life to another? 

In short, the problem is how to live as an affiliate. 

B. A description of the cultural (i.e., historical, sociological, economic, 

psychological, etc.) dimensions of the pastoral context of the concern. 

The situation in which these concerns arise pertains to the person who is not 

in a traditional religious life, who perhaps has a family and who has rather typical 

economic pursuits for North Americans. 

A word of explanation is in order to the repeated reference herein to the phrase 

4  



"middle class North American." The usage of this phrase is not meant to limit these 

lifestyle concerns only to that particular socio-economic group. Rather, the phrase 

arises frequently because it is the milieu in which the author finds himself and is a 

significant factor to the tensions and inconsistencies between the mission calling and 

the lifestyle lived. One can debate whether the middle class lifestyle ought to be a 

goal or whether it is a condition to be avoided. That debate will not ensue here. 

Rather, what is of concern is the starting point for many of those with whom this 

author associates and where those individuals seem to want to be. The motion is 

from the middle class lifestyle to one of closer identification with Maryknoll by means 

of being a Maryknoll affiliate. 

At this juncture, it may be helpful for the reader to see the covenant which is 

taken by the neophyte affiliate and observe therein that there is a statement that one’s 

primary concern is for the poor, that one seeks to make one’s life a creation of telling 

others about Jesus. Certainly, these goals rub up against a lifestyle which promotes 

the pursuit of money to keep the two cars insured, the children in parochial schools 

or attending college, while the parents pursue graduate degrees in theology, purchase 

vacations or any of a multitude of other things that middle class purchasing power 

provides. If the world’s economy is not an infinitely expanding pie, but rather a fixed- 

sized pie and the only question of economics is who has the larger slice, the middle 

class lifestyle is then appropriating for its possessors more of the pie than others have. 

Can this be consistent with pursuit of the Maryknoll charism? 

A few other words which can be said about the social context of the question  



is that it arises for the individuals mentioned above and will often be dealt with in 

discussion in the small groups which have organized themselves into the forty or fifty 

Maryknoll affiliate chapters across the country. For example, in the Chicago area, 

there are three different affiliate groups--the northsiders, the Chicago folks and the 

western suburbanites. Each group consists of approximately ten individuals who 

generally meet on a monthly basis. At these meetings, there is shared prayer, 

fellowship and a discussion and exploration of what it means to be an affiliate. 

Because the process is still being born, the questions of what it means to be an 

affiliate remain many. 

The ages of the Chicago-area members are well past the twenties. For 

example, the author, forty-two years old, is often the youngest person in attendance 

in his group. The central Chicago group has more members who are younger. Most 

of them appear to be in their thirties. Three of the west suburban members are 

retired, one owns a tree service and one is in the insurance business. All of the 

members in some form or another engage in some service for the church, for the poor, 

for others. 

C. A clear statement of the significance of this concern for pastoral 

theology. 

The clarification of the definition of an affiliate is an endeavor which is 

fundamental. If we can see that it is important how we live our lives and to know to 

what ends, if we can accept that it makes a difference why we do things and if we 

can come to believe that a dedication of one’s life, given one’s condition and context, 

is important, then we can see that a resolution of the uncertainty involved in being an  



affiliate can change the lives of the questioners. 

By this concern about what it means to be an affiliate, we intend to ask 

guestions about what brings meaning, what work "in the world" is, what it means to 

be a Christian, what it means to look for new dimensions of community and what this 

means for spirituality and prayer. 

If we can embark upon a process which sheds light on these most fundamental 

issues of being human, we will be engaged in a journey toward God. This process will 

utilize the vehicle of the Maryknoll charism. Just as faith has been called a 

"structuring activity," a process whereby we bring meaning to the world of data and 

sense impressions, so too is the alignment with the Maryknoll Movement a structuring 

activity whereby we achieve a form and function to our lives. 

What is presented here is, of course, the sum total of all pastoral problems--how 

we are to live our lives. Because the task is so monumental, only a small piece of that 

concern will be considered here. Again, specifically, we will look to see what kind of 

guidance can be given the person who is a never and wants to be a Maryknoll affiliate. 

It is hoped that when this question is answered that individual will have found strong 

and sure guidance as to what he or she ought to do. 

Il. A Plan of Action for a Pastoral Response 

A. In light of the perceived problem, describe your design for an appropriate 

response. 

The response to the problem will be dealt with on three levels. The individual 

who is undergoing the self-questioning is both a member of a small faith community-- 

his or her local affiliate group--as well as an individual who needs to examine the  



question in his or her own heart. Additionally, the group is affected by the progress 

and direction of the national structure. Therefore, the process of discernment will 

function at the group level, at the individual level and at the national level. In broad 

strokes, it is envisioned that the searching will proceed through a series of suggested 

readings, scriptural passages and, most importantly, questions for reflection and 

discussion. 

These readings, questions and discussions will all focus on what it means to be 

called, what this calling means in the context of a nonprofessed life and what this 

means in terms of Maryknoll. Additionally, it is hoped that particular suggestions for 

adopting the simplified lifestyle called for by the covenant will be presented. 

In designing this program, there is a wealth of resources upon which to draw. 

First, there are the Maryknoll members themselves who can be questioned for 

direction as to their own formation. Additionally, there is much written about the 

secular world and the interaction of the laity in that world and how the laity is to 

consider itself vis a vis the church structure. Further, we can expect to see guidance 

offered through the various third orders which have been created around the world. 

The format of this response is to present a two session program for group work 

and several days of individual work preparatory to the meetings. The intended 

outcome of the program is to have the participants define the problem for themselves, 

have them share their concerns and see that these concerns are held in common. 

Moreover, with an awareness of the problem and with confidence restored by learning  



that the problem is not unique, the program will also, most importantly, seek to have 

the participants formulate some concrete steps to infuse their lives with the Maryknoll 

charism and to seek a rededication on a daily basis. The affiliate program and lifestyle 

will be the context in which this response will be enacted. 

B. Indicate why your design addresses the problem and how it will be 

implemented in a planned theological reflection process with a group of people. At 

least one method of theological reflection presented in the MAPT program should be 

used. Presentations of information without interaction are not acceptable as the 

exclusive manner of addressing the issue. 

The pastoral problem is, in a sense, one of self-confidence. That is, the 

questioner wants to know how his or her life is measuring up to some ideal notion of 

the affiliate. There is self-doubt and uncertainty. It is one’s suspicion, however, that 

this crisis of confidence is widespread and incident to each individual. If so, this is 

information which needs to be shared so that the group can bolster one another by 

seeing that it is natural to have doubts in that it is part of being alive to wonder 

whether one is on the right track. 

The particular theological method to be employed will be the tri-polar method, 

modified so as to allow the use of the individuals’ stories. The tripolar method 

consists of the use of scripture, theological reflection and social science input. The 

admixture of these three ingredients will shed light on the issue under consideration. 

Here, in the Maryknoll context, we will focus on the scriptural basis for 

accompanying the sojourner and how this is the source of the religious tradition of 

mission work. Moreover, we will want to know who these particular people being 

accompanied are and why they are oppressed, suffering or otherwise lost. Further,  



our own participation in the story will need to be told to each other. It is in the 

reflection upon scripture and the theological reflection that the group members will 

have an opportunity to share with each other their feelings, their failings and their 

hopes in living as affiliates. Moreover, the theological reflection will allow input of the 

participants’ own conversion as a consequence of engaging in the mission work. 

C. Outline the major components of your action plan, including goals, objectives 

and implementation design. 

GOAL: understand the Maryknoll charism and live it 

OBJECTIVES: 

(1) understand Maryknoll formation 

(2) learn the holiness in the ordinary (consider the input of third orders) 

(3) rededicate ourselves every day to mission 

MEANS OF IMPLEMENTING OBJECTIVES 

(1) individual study of the objectives 

(2) individual prayer and reflection 

(3) group discussion, reflection and prayer 

(4) seek input from the national movement 

and national discussion 
(5) reassess, rededicate; engage in the discussion of the issues; be 

changed by the process again and again 

As stated, what is envisioned is a program of reflection, reading, discussion and 

prayer. This will be presented in a brochure which will outline these particular items, 

both at the individual level and as a group member. The goal is to enkindle an 

understanding of how one might learn the Maryknoll charism and bring it to life in 

everyday living. 

In pursuit of this goal, there are several objectives. As adverted to above, there 

is a wealth of learning to be acquired in connection with the Maryknoll formation 
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program as well as those of the third orders such as the Franciscans or the 

Benedictines. Additionally, the concept of the holiness of the ordinary and how our 

everyday lives are in fact blessed will be explored. Indeed, as one progresses through 

the process, itis hoped that the dichotomy between sacred and secular will be blurred 

and ultimately obliterated. Finally, an objective will be to call for the daily rededication 

to living the life of a missionary, albeit one who has not yet left home. 

In addition to this individual and group-based approach, one of the national co- 

coordinators® of the affiliate program will be consulted. His legitimation of or 

authorization for the dissemination of the program to the other affiliate groups will be 

sought. Assuming such approval is obtained and a national dimension is infused into 

this project, it is hoped that the discussion arising from an experimental, national use 

will further inform the final version of the undertaking. That is, after the initial round 

of use of the first format of the program, a revised, improved version will be created 

as a consequence of the advice of the local and national use. Ultimately, this final 

version, no longer "just a school project,” will be given to the Movement for its use 

in the days to come. 

D. Prepare a timetable for implementation. 

At the end of March, 1994, a meeting at Maryknoll, New York will be held at 

which ten or twelve persons involved in the affiliate program will be considering the 

Maryknoll charism. This paper will be forwarded to one of the participants in the 

  

3 There are two co-coordinators. One is located in Chicago and is a representative 

of the Society. The other is in New York and is a member of the Congregation. The 

Chicago coordinator will be contacted for this project. 
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meeting for her use, critique and sharing with the members of that group. During 

June and July, this pastoral project will be assembled and it is hoped that a draft 

version will be available for dissemination for a midwestern regional meeting to be held 

at the end of July, 1994. 

Once the final draft is available, it will be distributed to the author's own west 

suburban group to be pursued at its next two meetings. Presently, there are four 

persons who regularly attend and who are nevers who would presumably be interested 

in pursuing the program (There are often new inquirers as well). Further, in the west 

suburban group, those who are formers, as well as those who are yet in the order and 

attend the meeting, are very understanding of the struggles mentioned herein and will 

be great support for the process in the small group. 

E. Indicate method and criteria for evaluation. 

The process of evaluation in the west suburban group will be discussion and 

reflection as a group. Additionally, each individual will be asked to assess in her or 

his own heart whether there is any new learning taking place. A questionnaire will be 

developed for the other groups across the country which use the program. What will 

be probed is whether the contents were of any help in discovering the never’s 

relationship with Maryknoll and how this may have come to be expressed in one’s life. 

If the answer is affirmative, the program will be deemed a roaring success. 

Nevertheless, a criterion for success which is perfectly acceptable to the writer will 

be whether a discussion of the issues has been provoked. This will be measured by 

the level of participation, the level of interest and the amount of feedback. If the  



discussion has begun, it means the matters raised herein are being considered, refined, 

affirmed or rejected. The Movement will benefit from this increased clarity. 

F. Develop an appropriate bibliography. 

Presently, it appears three areas will require exploration: what it means to be 

a missioner and, in particular, a Maryknoller; how the nonprofessed life of secular 

work is sacred; and how these two issues can be related in a life oriented by the 

affiliate covenant. At this juncture, the books listed below will provide initial 

guidance. What remains is to find resources which deal with the religious formation 

of priests, brothers and sisters. Also, in that the affiliates are akin to a third order, it 

is expected that there will be materials to consider how those movements can inform 

the affiliate program. As the work proceeds, all of the present resources will be 

consulted and will serve as springboards to other materials. 

Aumann, Jordan. On the Front Lines: The Lay Person in the Church after Vatican Il. 

Alba House, 1990. 

Concilium. Vol. 13. Rethinking the Church's Mission. Paulist, 1966. 

Davis, Bruce. Monastery Without Walls: Daily Life in the Silence. Celestial Arts, 

1990. 

Diehl, William. The Monday Connection: On Being an Authentic Christian in a 

Weekday World. Harper, 1991. 

DiGiacomo, James and John J. Walsh. So You Want to do Ministry? Orbis, 1993. 

Goosen, Gideon. The Theology of Work. Clergy Book Service, 1974. 

Hardy, Lee. The Fabric of this World: Inquiries into Calling, Career Choice, and the 

Design of Human Work. Eerdmans, 1990.  



Haughey, John C. The Holy Use of Money: Personal Finances in Light of Christian 

Faith. Crossroad, 1989. 

Holland, Joe. Creative Communion: Toward a Spirituality of Work. Paulist, 1989. 

Kavanaugh, John F. Following Christ in a Consumer Society. Orbis, 1991. 

Lernoux, Penny. Hearts on Fire: The Story of the Maryknoll Sisters. Orbis, 1993. 

O’Collins, Gerald. The Theology of Secularity. Fides, 1974. 

Schor, Juliet B. The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure. Basic, 

1991. 

SEDOS, Foundations of Mission Theology. Orbis, 1972. 
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THE FAITH DIMENSIONS OF WORK 
January, 1995 

Dear Friends, 

Faith is a "structuring activity," a process whereby we bring order and meaning to a 

world of data and sense impressions. We see the world with the eyes of faith and we 

understand what is happening because of this vision of faith. St. Anselm wrote, 

"Credo ut intelligam,” which can be appropriately interpreted as, "I turn my heart to 

God so that | might understand.” Accordingly, we have faith, we believe, we orient 

ourselves with our faith, so that we might understand. 

The materials which follow are an invitation to look at one of the many activities of 

our lives, albeit an activity which likely consumes much of our energy and time--the 

work we do. As we proceed, we do so with our hearts turned toward God. 

We come to this place of looking at work in the context of being Maryknoll Affiliates. 

We are people who are related in some fashion to Maryknoll, a group of women and 

men who have given much, risked more and have done so for the sake of the Reign 

of God. We claim affiliation with those people--they are the ones who have lived the 

ideas which sparked our interest in what we seek as Maryknoll Affiliates. 

The Affiliate’s life patterns are different than those of the Maryknoll Sisters, Brothers 

and Fathers. Some of us formerly were members of the Congregation and the 

Society; some of us never were. All of us, however, live on our own and sustain 

ourselves economically in isolation from Maryknoll. We are retired persons or we are 

engaged in the paid workforce in the North American economy. Accordingly, the labor 

that we do (or did) is less connected to the Maryknoll Movement than is that of the 

Congregation and Society members. We are "doing" something different than they 

are and yet we too earnestly desire to assist in the proclamation of the Reign of God 

and in the building up of the Church as a symbol and servant of the Reign. It is 

submitted that this dual function, the proclamation of the Reign and the building up 

of the Church, is the work of the Maryknoll Movement. 

When we think about it, when we pray, we know that advancement in the careers we 

pursue pales into insignificance when compared to the task of the Movement. We 

easily believe the accumulation of possessions, awards, rewards and security is not 

what life is all about. It simply is not enough--and yet many of us exhaust ourselves 

with our work. We have no time or energy for other activities. We have to get our 

work finished first. We have the presentation to prepare, the clients to be 

interviewed, the order to be completed, the delivery to be made and the continuing 

education to be dealt with. All the while, is the task of the Movement sitting on the 

roadside and waiting to be picked up and carried farther on another day? Is it sitting 

there or are we advancing the work even when we are unaware? Through the 

materials and discussions that follow, it is hoped that there will be provided an  



opportunity to begin to look at how the private economic pursuits of the Affiliates are 

related to the Maryknoll Movement. 

The format to be pursued is offered in view of our typical Affiliate chapter meetings 

held periodically through the year. Two sessions are contemplated, to be held at 

successive chapter meetings. Each session is to be preceded by some brief readings 

to be done at home. The sessions are intended to last only one hour so as to allow 

the transaction of other necessary business at the chapter meetings. The first session 

will seek to outline the dimensions of the interaction of work and being an Affiliate, 

while the second session will consider resolutions and trajectories toward reconciling 

any perceived conflict between our own work and the work of the Reign. 

 



SESSION | 

A Focus on the Interaction of Work and Being an Affiliate 

A. Some reading preparatory to the discussion: Please review the next several pages 

prior to our gathering to discuss the questions of work and Maryknoll. In these 

materials, you will find some excerpts from Juliet Schor’s 1991 book, The 

Overworked American, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops’ Economic Justice 

For All, Scripture, the Affiliate Covenant and, finally, two stories from the Associated 

Press chosen because of their timeliness and timelessness. Consider these materials 

prayerfully. 

  

 



The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure Juliet B. Schor (1991) 

In the last twenty years the amount of time Americans have spent at their jobs has 

risen steadily. Each year the change is small, amounting to about nine hours, or 

slightly more than one additional day of work. In any given year, such a small 

increment has probably been imperceptible. But the accumulated increase over two 

decades is substantial. When surveyed, Americans report that they have only sixteen 

and a half hours of leisure a week, after the obligations of job and household are taken 

care of. Working hours are already longer than they were forty years ago. If present 

trends continue, by the end of the century Americans will be spending as much time 

at their jobs as they did back in the nineteen twenties. (page 1) 

Since 1948, productivity has failed to rise in only five years. The level of productivity 

of the US worker has more than doubled. In other words, we could now produce our 

1948 standard of living (measured in terms marketed goods and services) in less than 

half the time in that year. We actually could have chosen the four-hour day. Or a 

working year of six months. Or, every worker in the United States could now be 

taking every other year off from work--with pay. Incredible as it may sound, this is 

just the simple arithmetic of productivity growth in operation... In 1990, the average 

American owns and consumes more than twice as much as he or she did in 1948, but 

also has less free time... Americans have been found to spend more time shopping 

than anyone else... On a per-person basis, yearly income [GNP per capita] is nearly 

$22,000 a year--or sixty-five times the average income of half the world’s population. 

(pages 2-3) 

Yet the claim that capitalism has delivered us from excessive toil can be sustained 

only if we take as our point of comparison eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe 

and America--a period that witnessed what were probably the longest and most 

arduous work schedules in the history of humankind... Reject the idea that the 
medieval economy entailed continuous toil. It is unlikely that the workday was much 

above the standards of today... Leisure time in Ancient Greece and Rome was also 

plentiful. Athenians had fifty to sixty holidays annually, while in Tarentum they 

apparently had half the year. In the old Roman calendar, 109 of 355 days were 

designated nefasti, or "unlawful for judicial and political business." By the mid-fourth 

century, the number of feriae publicae (public festival days) reached 175. (page 6) 

...when a woman takes a paying job, her schedule expands by at least twenty hours 

a week. (page 8) 

Two-earner couples have less time together, which researchers have found reduces 

the happiness and satisfaction of a marriage... A decade of research by Berkeley 

sociologist Arlie Hochschild suggests that many marriages where women are doing the 
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"second shift" are close to the breaking point... According to economist Sylvia 

Hewlett, "child neglect has become endemic to our society." At least half a million 

preschoolers are thought to be left at home part of each day... Hewlett links the 

"parenting deficit" to a variety of problems plaguing the country’s youth: poor 

performance in school, mental problems, drug and alcohol use, and teen suicide. 

(pages 12-13) 

Why is it one hears so little today about shortening the work week, 

especially if both parents are working? Such a change would give them 

more time for each other, for their children, and for their other social and 

political responsibilities. (Economic Justice For All, #337) 

Many working mothers live a life of perpetual motion, effectively holding down two 
full-time jobs. They rise in the wee hours of the morning to begin the day with a few 

hours of laundry, cleaning, and other housework. Then they dress and feed the 

children and send them off to school. They themselves then travel to their jobs. The 

three-quarters of employed women with full-time positions then spend the next eight 

and a half hours in the workplace. At the end of the official workday, it’s back to the 

"second shift"--the duties of housewife and mother. Grocery shopping, picking up the 

children and cooking dinner take up the next few hours. After dinner there's clean-up, 

possibly some additional housework, and, of course, more child care... One might 

think that as women’s working hours rose, husbands would compensate by spending 

less time on the job. But just the opposite has occurred. Men who work are also 

putting in longer hours... Thirty percent of men with children under fourteen report 

working fifty or more hours a week... Thirty percent of them work Saturdays and/or 

Sundays at their regular employment. And many others use the weekends for taking 

on a second job... "Either | can spend time with my family, or support them--but not 

both." (pages 20-21) 
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Improvements in Material Standards of Living 

  

Housing 

Characteristics 1940 1950 1970 

Size of typical home! (in square feet) 750 2000 

Houses with running water” 70% 98% 

Houses with flush toilets’ 60% 96% 

Home ownership rate’ 44% 55% 64% 

Households with 

Selected Appliances? 1940 1953 1987 

Electric refrigerators 44% 89% 100% 

Washing machines 76% 75% 

Kitchen ranges 24% 97% 

Air-conditioners 
1.3% 64% 

Dishwashers 
3% 43% 

Microwaves, 
0% 0% 61% 

Color televisions ni 0% 93% 

awitold Rybczynski, “Living Smaller,” Atlantic Monthly, February 1991, 67-68. 

bLcbergott, The American Economy: Income, Wealth and Want (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton 

University Press, 1976), 98-99 

Home ownership statistics for 1940 and 1950 from U.S. Department of Commerce, Statisti- 

cal Abstract of the United States, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), 

673, table 1110. Data for 1989 from Lawrence Mishel and David M. Frankel, The State of 

Working America, (Armonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe), 224, table 8.1. 

41940 figure for refrigerators from Lebergott, American Economy, 101. All figures for 1953 

and 1987 are from Statistical Abstract. 1953 figures are from 1971 edition, table 667, 1117. 

1987 figures are from 1990 edition, table 723, 1280. 
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A vicious cycle arises from the fact that the satisfactions gained from consumption 

are often short-lived. For many, consumption can be habit forming. Like drug addicts 

who develop a tolerance, consumers need additional hits to maintain any given level 

of satisfaction. The switch from black and white to color television was a real 

improvement when it occurred. But soon viewers became habituated to color. Going 

back to black and white would have reduced well-being, but having color may not 
have yielded a permanently higher level of satisfaction. Telephones are another 

example. Rotary dialing was a major improvement. Then came touch-tone, which 

made us impatient with rotaries. Now numbers are preprogrammed and some people 

begin to find any dialing a chore. (page 124) 

...the globe’s only other rich, industrialized country with longer hours than the United 

States--namely, Japan--is also the only nation to watch more television. (page 161) 

Not that | am referring to being in need; for | have learned to be content 

with whatever | have. | know what it is to have little, and | know what 

it is to have plenty. In any and all circumstances | have learned the 
secret of being well-fed and of going hungry, of having plenty and of 

being in need. | can do all things through him who strengthens me (Ph 

4:11-13). 

And he said to them, "Take care! Be on your guard against all kinds of 
greed, for one’s life does not consist in the abundance of possessions.” 

Then he told them a parable: "The land of a rich man produced 

abundantly. And he thought to himself, "What should | do, for | have no 

place to store my crops?’ Then he said, ’l| will do this: | will pull down 

my barns and build larger ones, and there | will store all my grain and my 

goods. And | will say to my soul, ‘Soul, you have ample goods laid up 

for many years; relax, eat, drink, be merry.” But God said to him, "You 

fool! This night your life is being demanded of you. And the things you 

have prepared, whose will they be?’ So it is with those who store up 

treasures for themselves, but are not rich toward God." (Lk 12:15-21) 

For a thousand years in your sight are like yesterday when it is past, or 

like a watch in the night. 

You sweep them away; they are like a dream, 

like grass that is renewed in the morning. (Ps 90:4-5)  



Every perspective on economic life that is human, moral, and Christian must be 

shaped by three questions: What does the economy do for people? What does it do 

to people? And how do people participate in it? The economy is a human reality: men 

and women working together to develop and care for the whole of God’s creation. 

All this work must serve the material and spiritual well-being of people. It influences 

what people hope for themselves and their loved ones. It affects the way they act 

together in society. It influences their very faith in God. (Economic Justice For All, 

#1) 

You make springs gush forth in the valleys; 

they flow between the hills, 

giving drink to every wild animal; 

the wild asses quench their thirst. 

By the streams the birds of the air have their habitation; 

they sing among the branches. 

From your lofty abode you water the mountains; 

the earth is satisfied with the fruit of your work. 

You cause the grass to grow for the cattle, 

and plants for people to use, 

to bring forth food from the earth, 

and wine to gladden the human heart. (Ps 104:10-15) 
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BANGKOK, Thaitand (AP) -- There's no shortage of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers for 

Lamduan Chatsomboon. She's surrounded by them, working 13 hours a day assembling 

pieces of moided plastic to try to meet the insatiable demands of Western children for the hit 

toy. 

But she could never afford one herself. 

The 38-year-old Thai earns $5 a day, with 84 cents extra for each overtime hour, to attach up 

to 500 Dragonzord shoulder shields onto the Power Ranger heros each hour in a race to put the 

hit toys under Christmas trees in Europe and America. 
The Rangers cost $13.50 on average in the United States, but in Bangkok, the asking price is 

$88 apiece, far out of Chatsomboon's range. 
She works on. 
"It's too much, but | can do it if | don't stop," Chatsomboon says. "| cannot smile, | cannot talk, | 

cannot make a sound.” & 
When it became clar the Power Rangers were going to be the ultimate prize of the U.S. 

Christmas season, the bustling, Japanese-owned Bandai factory on Bangkok's outskirts hired 

600 more people, bringing its work force to 2,000. It started producing around the clock and 

boosted its output from 150,000 to 725,000 toys a month. 

"All of us should feel like Santa Claus," says Tawatchai Pingsuthiwong, deputy manager of 

the Japanese-owned Bandai factory. "Our production now is at maximum capacity.” 

It still isn't enough. 

Stores in the United States have limited the number of Power Ranger toys each customer may 

buy, and some desperate shoppers have repcrtedly scuffled over dwindling supplies of the 

8-inch-tall Rangers, their dinosaurian Power Zords and the Thunderzord battie machines. 

According to Mary Woodworth, a spokeswoman for Bandai America, Power Ranger toys are 

being made in nine plants in China, three in Thailand, two in Japan and one each in Taiwan 

and Mexico. She said four more plants in China would begin production soon. 

Bandai says it expects sales in the United States alone to top $300 million in the year ending 

next March, 10 times more than in the previous year. 

At the factory outside Bangkok, hundreds of workers flank rows of conveyor betts, snanping 

together body parts and shoulder armer and inserting screws and springs. 

in another room, workers don surgical masks while painting eyes and noses on the assorted 

Ranger characters, five teen-agers chosen to rescue the planet from evil space invaders led by 

the villain Rita Repulsa. 

Moving along the assembly lines, the plastic pieces "morph" into every character from the 

Sabertooth Tiger Dinozord to Titanus, the Carrier Zord that totes the other 2ords. 

It's quiet except for the hum of machines stamping out Power Ranger parts and the whirr of 

drills digging into molded plastic. The factory is clean, air-conditioned and brightly fit; workers 

get an hour off for lunch and two 10-minute breaks. 

The conditions are superior to those in many factories in Thaitand, where some sweatshops 

are known to lock their laborers in and sometimes chain or beat them. 

But great working conditions don't translate into any special deals on buying the toys they 

make. The Power Rangers television show has been on Thai television about a year and the 

toys are popular, but they're even scarcer in stores here than overseas. 
Ninety percent are rushed off assembly lines into shipping containers bound for the United 

States. The rest go to Eurcpe and Canada. 

At Bangkok's Rebinson Department Store, saieswoman Nurak Thamuangthai says the toy 
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department has never received more than six Power Rangers a month, and none at ali for the 

last two months. The toys, which at $88 are the store's most expensive, don't stay on the 

shelves long. 

“We've tried to order more but there are no supplies,” she says. "Yesterday alone, three or 

four customers came to ask for them.” She said the inquiries are mostly by foreigners, usually 

Japanese and American. 
| 

When the Rangers are in stock, factory worker Sawai Kannarong, 30, sometimes takes her 

3-year-old son to look at the toys she produces. 
- 

Similar pride and pleasure is voiced by other workers, who, despite the grueling hours, seem 

happy to be pumping out the hottest gift of the Christmas season. 

“My family is proud that | make such a modern, popular, amazing toy," says Varapom 

Polsawat, 27, who says she puts in about 11 hours a day. 

Lamduan says she’s just happy for the overtime. She normally earns $5.40 for an eight-hour 

shift, 40 cents of which goes to the agent who got her the job, bringing her earnings under 

Thailand's official daity minimum wage of $5.20. 

She works three to five hours of overtime a day, earning an extra $2.50 to $4.20. 

mf there was no overtime, how could { afford food?” she asks over a simple meal of rice and 

salad she buys at a stall across a highway from the factory. 

»{ want to buy a Power Ranger,” she adds. »But even if they were sold here, | couldn't buy one. 

They're too expensive.” 

 



Copyright 1994. The Associated Press. Alf Rights Reserved. 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) -- The test of any agreement at the Americas Summit wili be 

whether it reaches all the way to the rat-infested alleys that twist up through the muddy hovels 

on the hillside slum of Dona Marta. 
The dream of a prosperous union of American nations has never reached Latin America's 

sprawling, squalid shantytowns. The people here are the true measure of the gulf between the 

hemisphere's rich and poor. 

As leaders from 34 countries across the hemisphere gather for the Americas Summitin 

Miami, the idea of economic integration is again on the table. But its success depends on how it 

can bridge the divide between the haves and the have-nots. 
To visit Dona Marta -- "Lady Martha" -- is to enter a world apart. 
A church sits like a chipped tooth at the mouth of the stum, its windows blown out, its concrete 

walls pocked wit holes left after a gun fight between drug traffickers and police who came to 

extort their profits. x 
Up 50 steep, granite steps a pregnant teen-age girl sits beside a mound of garbage, swiping 

at flies and catching her breath during the climb home. Scrawny, naked children fight to stand 

beneath a rusty drain pipe that spits gray water they use to shower. 

The smell of fried rice and bananas drifts out the doorway of a one-room, windowless brick 

hovel. Luciene, a spindly girl of 11, wipes her brow as she stirs up dinner for her four younger 

brothers and baby sister. 

"It's hot, but Papa had to block up the windows because of all the shooting at night," she 

murmurs in a little voice. 

In Brazil, the explosion of the slums like Dona Marta was the dark side of the "economic 

miracle” of the late 1960s and early 70s. Millions fled rural poverty, only to wind up in big-city 

slums called "favelas.” 

The rest of Latin America isn't much better off. The World Bank says the richest 20 percent 

control 67.5 percent of the region's wealth. 

The bill for the "miracle years” came due in the 1980s. A debt crunch and inflation hit Latin 

America, and the pie-sharing was put on hold. 
investment in health care, roads, plumbing. schools and other improvements dried up. 

Training courses and job programs were shelved and illiteracy rose for the first time since 1888. 

Today, nearly cne of every four Cariocas -- Rio natives -- lives in one of the city's €60 favelas. 

Then there are the "cave people," the destitute who sleep in holes tunneled into highway 

overpasses. 
Antonio Delfim Netto, a finance minister during the miracle years, tried to explain why the 

country got richer but the poor got peorer. "We must increase the pie before we can divide it." 

Today the pie is bigger, but the same people are eating it. 

Brazil's GNP has more than tripled in two decades to $450 bittion, and per capita income has 

risen to $2,920, Latin America's highest. 

But the income gap has yawned wider. The richest 20 percent of Brazitians earn 26 times 

what the poorest 20 percent make. In the United States, the raticis 9 to 1; in India, Sto 1. 

With inflation temporarily under control and foreign investment returning, economists say 

Brazil is on its way to an unprecedented economic recovery. 

Yet even as economists project growth rates of 5 percent to 10 percent a year until 2005, itis 

becoming clear that the reforms mean higher unemployment, and consequently, an even 

greater gap between rich and poor. ; 

“Our whole history is one of social agartheid, autheriiarianism, slavery, tha concentralion of 
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riches.” said Jose Camargo, an economist at Rio's Pontifical Catholic University. "We'll have to 

change our cultural attitudes first before we can have a more just society." 

From a shanty rooftop in Dona Marta, a boy with a shotgun strapped to his back -- a lookout 

for local cocaine traffickers -- gazes out over the shanties to gleaming condos that flank 

shimmering Guanabara Bay. : 

"Brother, for years we've heard how things will get better," says the teen-ager who goes by the 

nickname “Little Darkie.” 

"But just take a look around. We're still up here on the hill, and the ‘fine people’ are down 

there in the asphalt city, sitting in their nice houses and trying to forget we're up here.” 

 



MARYKNOLL AFFILIATE COVENANT 

PREFACE 

The members of the Maryknoll Congregation and Society are 

continually striving to grow in their response to the Gospel as 

disciples of Jesus. They engage in overseas, cross-cultural and 

frontier mission activities, and they seek to encourage others to 

become involved in the mission of Jesus. 

Maryknoll Affiliates seek to carry out the mission of Jesus 

in their own life styles by identifying with and participating in 

the work and mission vision of Maryknoll. a 

The Affiliate Relationship is intended to foster a spirit of 

creative mutuality that can enrich, support, and challenge 

affiliates and Maryknollers in their response to the Gospel 1n 

our times. Affiliates and Maryknollers offer each other their’ 

time, talents, inspiration and resources to create community, and 

provide opportunities for participation in mission. 

COVENANT 

- Read by the Maryknoll Representative(s) = : 

The Maryknoll community desires and welcomes the participation of 

affiliates in its mission vision, spirituality, and work. 

- Read by the Affiliate(s) = 
Ty desire an affiliate relationship with 

Maryknoll. I recognize that this relationship is dynamic and 

needs to be nurtured. Therefore, I will participate in the 

. Affiliate Chapter and seek the support of 

its members and of Maryknoll as I strive to live out my 

commitment. 

- Read by All - 

Together we profess our belief: 

- that we need to grow in our personal knowledge of Jesus 

and His message. ri ; aed 
- that, guided by the Holy Spirit, to practice our christian 

faith, we share our knowledge and love of Jesus with others. 

- that our faith needs to be expressed in a concern for the 

people of the whole world. a x . 

- that the poor and needy have a priority claim on our time 

and energy. _ 

- that all peoples, cultures and religions deserve equal 

respect. : : : 

- that our efforts are enhanced and our lives are enriched 

in the Spirit by being united in community with others who are 

dedicated to these same beliefs. 

Together we acknowledge our call: : 

- to mission through a prophetic witness which comes from 

our baptismal vocation, and in relation with Maryknoll. 

- to promote peace in the world by working for justice 

locally while seeing the relationship of our efforts to the 

global issues of justice and peace. 
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- to a life style which seeks material simplicity, so that 
we may be a better witnesses of the Gospel. 

- to use the natural resources of the earth wisely, 

respecting the needs of others. 

Together we respond by growing in the practice: 
- of personal and communal prayer, reflection and study. 

- of christian works, giving priority to those which concern 

the poor and needy. 
- of justice in our personal lives, and in solidarity with 

others working to promote justice for individuals and groups in 

society. : 
- of respect for all peoples, cultures and religions, and 

participation with others in efforts that promote human rights 

and responsibility of all people in equality and love. 
k % k k *k Kk k Kk Kk *k *k k kx k kx * k k *k * 

I call upon all Maryknollers and the members of my chapter to 

encourage my faithful commitment to the affiliate relationship 
that I have proclaimed on this the day of 
in the year 

Affiliate: Signature: 

I , call upon all Maryknollers and 

Affiliates to welcome and affirm this Affiliate Relationship with 

Maryknoll proclaimed together with : 

on this the day of in the year 

Maryknoll: - Signature: 

CONCLUSION 

- Read by All - 

Together we state the ideals and objectives contained in the 

mutual commitment between Maryknollers and Affiliates. 

Together we desire communities: 

of faith in Jesus; 

based on the Maryknoll charism of mission; 

which foster our spiritual growth; : 

provide mutual support and sharing; 
seek to become better informed; 
and encourage simplicity of life style. 

Together we respond to the Gospel by: 
Respecting all peoples, cultures, religions and the 

whole of creation. 
Promoting peace in working for justice. 
Developing a world vision of cross-cultural sharing. 

Giving the poor and needy a priority claim on our 

time and energy. 

Offering opportunities to participate in mission work 

and by supporting those who do mission work. 

By the grace of God, in the name of Jesus, the Christ. Amen. 
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B. Some materials to reflect upon as a group when we gather: When we meet, it is 

hoped (1) that we can share our thoughts about some of the following questions; (2) 

that we understand that there are no answers being proposed--only questions; and (3) 

the discovery begins as we start each day. 

Therefore | tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or 

what you will drink, or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life 

more than food, and the body more than clothing? Look at the birds of 

the air; they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your 

heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? And 

can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life? And 

why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how 

they grow; they neither toil nor spin, yet | tell you, even Solomon in all 

his glory was not clothed like one of these. But if God so clothes the 

grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is thrown into the 

oven, will he not much more clothe you--you of little faith? Therefore, 

do not worry, saying, "What will we eat?" or "What will we drink?" or 

"What will we wear?" For it is the Gentiles who strive for all these 

things; and indeed your heavenly Father knows that you need all these 

things. But strive first for the kingdom of God and its righteousness, and 

all these things will be given to you as well. So do not worry about 

tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own. Today's trouble 
is enough for today. (Mt 6:25-34) 

Is this Scripture passage realistic or unmitigated naivete? 

Why are you working (did you work) so hard? 

At what age did you start working? 

If you are retired from your work, your career, what advice would you give someone 

who is still engaged in a career? Why do you give that advice? Is there any insight 

which your experience has given you which you think the actively employed cannot 

see? 

Did your views of work change over the course of your life? In what respects? 

Is work a curse, a way of penance, a way to allow us to become better humans, a 

way to cure us of our imperfections, something we have to accept and deal with as 

best we can? 

Is work a way to pass the time while awaiting the Reign of God? 

Is work a way to bring about the Reign of God? 
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What is work? 

Does your work affect other people? Those with whom you work? By what you 

produce or how you serve? Your family? Your country? Competitors? Other 

countries? 

Does work make you tired? 

Do you work alone? 

Is your work affected by how many things you need? How many things do you need? 

What are they? 

How do you find the time to think about, to pray about work? 

Do you ever rejoice over work? When? In any particular circumstances? 

Is there anything in the readings above which surprises you or angers you or provokes 

a comment? 

Are there any Scripture passages which come to your mind now? 

Is there any inconsistency between the work that you do and the Affiliate Covenant? 

How does your work advance the Affiliate Covenant? 

 



C. A prayer to close our reflections: 

A Psalm Before Leaving Work 

My day ends here, O my Beloved, 

and | give you thanks for my employment 

when so many are jobless. 
| thank you, my God, for your grace 

in the difficult moments of this day. 

| am grateful for the gift of community 

with those who share this work. 

Look with compassion upon any failure 

to treat each person | have met today, 

whether friend or stranger, as Christ. 

With your holy help, tomorrow | will do better. 

Blessed are you who gives me a share 

in the work of re-creating the world 

in love, justice and peace. 
--Edward Hays, Prayers For a Planetary Pilgrim 
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SESSION II 

A Focus on Solutions 

A. Some reading preparatory to the discussion: In the prior meeting, we looked at 

some of the questions, the conflicts, the problems which our work presents us or 

those we love. We began to articulate what work meant for us. Indeed, we needed 
to think about what we meant by the word "work." 

We received as gifts the stories we shared--that we understand each person is 

precious and each reflects in some fashion the immensity of God. We understand that 

each person is unique and that each of us has traveled through life, the path of 

discovery of self and God, by our own route. Although we make this journey with 

others, our experiences are seen through our eyes alone. However, when we hear 

what the other has experienced, our own experience is enhanced and enfolded in the 

context of the journey of another. Not only do we learn of the commonalities in our 

journeys, we also obtain insight into what our own experiences might mean. We are 

gifts of enrichment to each other. 

As Affiliates, how do we transform the stories of work we have heard and lived? How 

do we understand this data as Affiliates? In some of the materials which follow, there 

are suggestions as to how to see our work as a faith-filled activity. Let us examine 

these readings with our hearts turned toward God. 

 



Those who have received the good news and who have been gathered by it into the 

community of salvation can and must communicate and spread it (Maryknoll Affiliates 

Theological Statement ("TS"), draft 10/92, quoting 13 Evangelii nunciandi). 

...when they apply themselves to temporal affairs, their work in a way is a 

continuation of the labor of Jesus Christ himself...Human labor of this kind is so 

exalted and ennobled that it leads people engaged in it to spiritual perfection, and can 

likewise contribute to the diffusion and propagation of the fruits of Redemption to 

others. So also it results in the flow of that Gospel leaven, as it were, through the 

veins of civil society wherein we live and work (TS, quoting 259 Mater et magistra.)   

Between evangelization and human advancement--development and liberation--there 

are in fact profound links...how in fact can one proclaim the new commandment 

without promoting in justice and in peace the true, authentic advancement of 

persons?...it is impossible to accept "that in evangelization one could or should ignore 

the importance of the problems so much discussed today, concerning justice, 
liberation, development and peace in the world. This would be to forget the lesson 

which comes to us from the Gospel concerning love of our neighbor who is suffering 

and in need." (TS, quoting 31 Evangelii nunciandi). 

The pilgrim church is missionary by its very nature. For it is from the mission of the 

Son and the mission of the Holy Spirit that it takes its origin, in accordance with the 

decree of God (Maryknoll Affiliates Missiological Statement, draft 10/92, quoting 2 

Ad gentes). 

The world calls for and expects from us simplicity of life, the spirit of prayer, charity 

towards all, especially towards the lowly and the poor, obedience and humility, 

detachment and self-sacrifice. Without this mark of holiness, our word will have 
difficulty in touching the hearts of modern people (Maryknoll Affiliates Ecclesiological 

Statement, draft 10/92, quoting 76 Evangelii nunciandi). 

How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land?...Every shining pine needle, 

every sandy shore, every mist in the dark wood, every clearing and humming insect 

is holy in the memory and experience of my people...The rivers are our brothers, they 

quench our thirst... have seen a thousand rotting buffaloes in the prairie, left by the 

white man who shot them from a passing train. 

What are humans without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, humans would die 

from a great loneliness of spirit. For whatever happens to the beasts soon happens 

to humans. All things are connected. (Chief Seattle, quoted in John Haughey’s 

Converting Nine to Five ("Converting"), p. 38). 

...the 1981 encyclical On Human Work...distinguished two aspects of work: 

subjective and objective. [Pope John Paul ll] insists that 
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the basis for determining the value of human work is not primarily the 

kind of work being done but the fact that the one doing it is a person. 

The sources of dignity of work are to be sought principally in the 

subjective dimension, not in the objective...work is for humans, not 

humans for work. (Converting, p. 41). 

Imagine how spiritually nurturing our work would be if we pierced through to the 

transcendent dignity and importance in God’s eyes of the colleagues with whom we 

work regularly. Each of them could become an eikon ("image") of God... (Converting, 

p. 64). 

What was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our 

eyes, what we have looked upon and our hands have touched--we speak of the word 

of life. This life became visible; we have seen and bear witness to it, and we proclaim 

to you the eternal life that was present to the Father and became visible to us. What 
we have seen and heard we proclaim in turn to you so that you may share life with 

us. This fellowship of ours is with the Father and with the Son, Jesus Christ. Indeed, 

our purpose in writing you this is that our joy may be complete (1Jdn 1:1-4). 

Work can be meaningful intrinsically or merely extrinsically. If the former, doing the 

job is in itself satisfying. If the latter it is used to supply the means necessary to do 

the things one finds meaningful, like raising a family, getting an education, funding an 
interest, financing a hobby, or paying off a debt. If itis intrinsically meaningful, there 

can be unforeseen costs. For example, one can find work so meaningful that other 

things lose their appeal. Many people’s marriages suffer from their overinvestment in 

work. In fact, people can get so immersed in their work that it begins to function like 

an idol. Persons who live as though they are what they do have already begun to lose 

their souls to the objects with which they work. No less spiritually destructive is the 

opposite condition: people who spend forty or more hours of the week doing 

something they don’t like, don’t respect themselves for doing, and don’t see as 

beneficial to others, must suffer under work’s negative impact on their spirits. 

(Converting, p. 17). 

In the final analysis God alone knows the meaning of our work. We surrender it to 

God. How?...There are three steps in the process of surrender and transformation. 
The first of these is inclusion...What had been exclusively my concern, my work, or 

my business undergoes a change of venue. My work is now also the concern of the 

One to whom it has been surrendered... The fruit of inclusion is discernment...The 
distance one gains by inclusion sharpens one’s ability to judge one’s work, its worth, 

its deficiency, and the manner and spirit in which it should be done...The second act 

needed in this process of surrendering to God the meaning of our work is that of 

obedience...We must obey God about the work we have included...The obedience of 

the Christian means loving God with our strengths... The third step in this anthropology 

of entrustment is hope...The object of that hope is God. God is the One in whom we 
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ultimately hope. But we have other, proximate objects of hope, some of which are 

related to our work...We can hope for many things. We owe it to ourselves as 

followers of Christ to hope for them in him...The stronger our hope in God, the fewer 

and deeper our other hopes become. (Converting, pp. 116-121). 

The theology of work has three main fundamental avenues of approach. The first of 

these is what is called the penitential view of work, in which work was seen as a 

punishment for original sin. It is based on the Genesis text, "In the sweat of your face 

you shall eat bread" (Gn. 3:19)...Another approach of greater relevance and appeal 

today is the creationist view of work...Humanity’s mandate is to dominate the earth 

and bring it under submission...Humanity’s work is thus seen as cooperation with God 
in the continuing act of creation and dominating matter. Humans are free to shape 

and determine creation which has been entrusted to them and in the exercise of this 

sovereignty over creation humans are truly the image of God...A third approach to 

work is that called the eschatological view. It has the Second Coming of Christ as its 

starting point and the new heaven and new earth as its culmination. On the personal 

level it leads one to ask whether one’s work will have any value at all after death; and 

on the universal level, whether this material world which humans of all ages have 
helped to build and shape will have an echo at all in the world to come... Two extreme 

positions in eschatology can be identified: firstly, there are the dual-eschatologists 

who tend to see no connection at all between this world and the next. Eternity for 

them is not to be thought of as the fruit of which the present life is the flower; the 

transcendence of the Kingdom is foreign to the process of history and earthly 

progress, and the latter can in no way be looked upon as a preparation for and 

development towards the Kingdom. Secondly, and at the other end of the pendulum, 

are those who see a direct link between this world and the world to come. This is 
typified in the Teilhardian view of seeing all human effort as one of the ascending 

stages which leads on, through a succession of preparatory degrees, to human 

divinization, the Mystical Body and the Kingdom. Each stage flows from the previous 

and improves upon it, until humans eventually reach perfection, divinization or heaven- 

or however one may choose to express the final stage in this upward movement 

(Gideon Goosen, The Theology of Work, pp.65-70). 

 



B. Some materials to reflect upon as a group when we gather 

His disciples, returning at this point, were surprised that Jesus was 

speaking with a woman. No one put a question, however, such as 

"What do you want of him?" or "Why are you talking with her?" The 

woman then left her water jar and went off into the town. She said to 

the people: "Come and see someone who told me everything | ever did! 

Could this not be the Messiah?" At that they set out from the town to 

meet him. Meanwhile, the disciples were urging him, "Rabbi, eat 

something." But he told them: "| have food to eat of which you do not 

know." At this the disciples said to one another, "Do you suppose that 

someone has brought him something to eat?” Jesus explained to them: 

"Doing the will of him who sent me and bringing his work to completion 

is my food." (John 4:27-34) 

As we asked the last time we met, is this Scripture passage realistic or unmitigated 

naivete? How can we bring into our lives an understanding that Scripture is a way of 

learning for us? How do we get reoriented so as to be able to hear the Gospel? 

How do we cope with the negative aspects of our work? 

What do you think of John Haughey’s scheme of surrender of our work, excerpted 

from his book Converting Nine to Five? How might we perform acts of (a) inclusion, 

(b) obedience and (c) hope with respect to our own work? 

Are our experiences of love, work and good news to be kept a secret or do we need 

to share what we have learned? Does sharing your experiences with another enhance 
your own understanding? Are not sharing and teaching inherently self-reflective 

processes? 

Different views are expressed about the Reign of God. Do you believe your acts, your 

work, your way of being, help to hasten the Reign of God? Alternatively, do you 

believe your acts, your work, your way of being, prepare you to see the Reign of God 

as it emerges? 

Is creation in a trend, however halting, toward fulfilment of human potential? Or are 

we in a downward spiral, with humanity’s wars, pollution and genocide pushing us 

toward ultimate destruction? Or are we just drifting along, bobbing in aimless history? 

Where do you stand?  



As Maryknoll Affiliates, do we find the following particularly apropos? 

...for the church, the first means of evangelization is in the witness of an 

authentically Christian life...Modern people listen more willingly to 

witnesses than to teachers, and if they listen to teachers, it is because 

the teachers are witnesses. (Maryknoll Affiliates Theological Statement, 

draft 10/92, quoting 14 Evangelii nunciandi) 

 



C. A prayer to close our reflections: 

God who is with us from morning and through the night, 

grant me the vision to see this. 

Work with me. Work on me. 

Give me the courage to examine what | do and who | am 

becoming. 
Every day. 

Give me the wisdom to know that, when | feel 

the most overwhelmed, 

when there is 

the least time to pray, 

this is precisely when | most need to be with you. 

Change me. Turn me toward you every day. 

Do not let me wait until | am perfect 

before | begin to share what | know. 

You are with us as the Spirit; you taught us in Jesus; you are 

beyond my description. 

Amen. 

 



SESSION lI 

TO BE COMPLETED over the rest of your life: 

All of the materials which have been presented arise from a project undertaken for a 

course required to complete a Masters of Arts in Pastoral Theology from St. Mary of 

the Woods College, St. Mary of the Woods, Indiana. | embarked on the project with 

the expectation that | would find an answer (yes, singular noun!) to the meaning of 

work and how it can be reconciled with my understanding of who God is. To prepare 

for this project and to develop the materials which would lead you through to the 

same answer | had found, | commenced an intensive program of reading about work 

and the holiness of the ordinary. As | proceeded further into the topic, clarity was at 

an ever-receding horizon. Ultimately, | was faced with the practical need to conclude 

my coursework and put down on paper what | had come to learn. | never found the 

answer. Instead, | found a view of the problem of faith and work which was as 

manifold as there are men and women of faith who seek to know God. After having 

struggled mightily for many months, these few pages emerged. | am most grateful to 

you for the opportunity to have shared them with you. 

Perhaps | overstate my inability to formulate an answer. What | have learned is that 
there is not one answer to understand what our work is unless it is to say that we 

need to look very often and very closely at what we are doing when we work. As the 

prayer recites at the end of Session Il, it is precisely when we are too busy to pray 

that we must pray. The only unified answer to this undertaking about work is that we 

need to surrender in prayer to God to find out who we are and what we are doing. 

 



Some resources for you to consider if vou would like to read further about faith and 

work (in no particular order): 

Matthew Fox. The Reinvention of Work: A New Vision of Livelihood for Our 

Time. Harper, 1994. A frustrating but also novel view of the need for personal 

transformation of ourselves before we can hope to help the world. The key to 

this transformation for Fox is a renewal of our liturgy. 

Kathleen Hughes and Mark Francis, eds. Living No Longer For Qurselves: 

Liturgy and Justice in the Nineties. Liturgical Press, 1991. A fascinating 

consideration of the ways in which our ethical lives are impacted by our liturgy. 

Unless our liturgy changes who we are, the liturgy is not doing its job. Very 
good material here from the faculty at Chicago’s Catholic Theological Union. 

Parker J. Palmer. The Active Life: Wisdom for Work, Creativity and Caring. 

Harper, 1990. Easy reading which explores the calling to live a life which seeks 

to strip away illusions. There is a very interesting review of Henri Nouwen’s 

essay regarding Jesus’ temptations in the desert. Nouwen sees these as 

temptations to be relevant, to ignore the consequences of power and to be 

spectacular. 

Lee Hardy. The Fabric of This World: Inquiries into Calling, Career Choice and 

the Design of Human Work. W. B. Eerdmans, 1990. A very interesting book, 

written by a Calvin College professor, views work from Reformed Christianity’s 

perspective. The author finds many points of agreement between Protestant 

and Roman Catholic theologies of work. It concludes with a review of modern 

management theories of personnel administration and human motivation. 

Elizabeth A. Johnson. She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological 

Discourse. Crossroad, 1992. A scholarly and prayerful journey through our 

understandings of who God is and how our ideas of gender and gender-based 

images of God limit our theology. 

Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore. Also A Mother: Work and Family as a Theological 

Dilemma. Abingdon, 1994. This book explores the lack of consideration of 

maternal roles and images in the creating of theology. Very good. 

Penny Lernoux. Hearts on Fire: The Story of the Maryknoll Sisters. Orbis, 

1993. This book tells wonderful stories about the Maryknoll Sisters and traces 

its founding and discusses its founders and brings the reader to the current era 

of the Maryknoll Congregation. Entertaining and a good way to access the 
Maryknoll charism.  



Bruce Davis. Monastery Without Walls. Celestial Arts, 1990. The author 

reminds us that we do not need to live in a monastery to have "silence," a way 

of being quiet, restful and focused on what is genuine. The book is interesting 

but not sufficiently instructive to be placed high on a reading list. 

Robert K. Greenleaf. Servant Leadership. Paulist Press, 1977. This is a 

relation of the author's views about the need to envision leadership as service 

rather than as the exercise of power. The idea of providing leadership training 

in our schools is an idea worthy of consideration. 

Kerry J. Koller. Your Future, Your Choice. Greenlawn Press, 1994. An easily 

read treatment of how to consider the ethical content of our choices about 

consumption of resources and purchasing. The author argues for an ethic of 

self-reliance, prudence and frugality so as to avoid dissipating our energies on 

self-defeating consumerism. Very nice use of Scripture to illustrate her 
argument. 

Marsha Sinetar. Do What You Love, The Money Will Follow. Dell, 1987. A 

1987 version of "Fire in the Belly." That is, this book argues for self- 

determination, self-awareness and fulfillment of the self through work. In order 

to be happy with what we are doing, we need to know who we are. A "self- 

help" book that is in the category of "ok." 

Gideon Goosen. The Theology of Work. Clergy Book Service, 1974. This brief 

book is a very good overview of the western world’s view of work since the 

time of the ancient Hebrew nation. The book is recommended for use in gaining 

an overview of the theology of work. 

Vatican Il. Gaudium et spes. If one is unfamiliar with the writings of Vatican 

ll, this document is recommended for an introduction. One will be pleasantly 

surprised at how "relevant" the Church can be. Our immense human problems 

are issues which require the input of the Church. 

Huston Smith. The Religions of Man. Chapter 1, "Hinduism." This portion of 

the book (together with the rest of the work) is recommended for its sensitive 

treatment of the world’s religions. Here, we see how Hinduism deals with the 

phases of one’s life as one proceeds from student to householder to retirement 

to freedom from the cares of the world. 

John C. Haughey. Converting Nine to Five. Crossroad, 1994. A very useful 

book which offers suggestions as to how we might understand the spiritual 

nature of our work-a-day world. Quoted extensively during our Session Il.  



John C. Haughey. The Holy Use of Money: Personal Finance in Light of 

Christian Faith. Crossroad, 1989. An earlier book by Haughey which ponders 

how to understand economic matters in light of our faith. Haughey is affiliated 

with an organization called the Ministry of Money, located in suburban 

Washington, D.C. This group organizes cross-cultural trips and workshops in 

the U.S. The workshops are often focused on women who are perceived to 

have less familiarity with the family finances than the menfolk. Whether true 

or not for you, friends of mine who have attended were much impressed. 

Further, other workshops urge both genders to judge their lives not by material 

things. This book is the theory behind the Ministry of Money. 

John J. Walsh and James J. DiGiacomo. So You Want To Do Ministry? Orbis, 

1993. An accessible book about how faith develops in adults. John J. Walsh 

is a Maryknoll priest. A very interesting book to read in comparison to other 

developmental theorists such as James Fowler and Evelyn and James 
Whitehead. 

John F. Kavanaugh. Following Christ in a Consumer Society. Orbis, 1992. An 

excellent treatment of how we often suffer from turning humans into things by 

measuring human value solely in terms of its productivity or its utility. Workers 

cease being mothers, fathers, sisters and brothers; they are instead so many 

units of production. A similar phenomenon occurs with the objectification of 

women in pornography--we no longer see a women but an object to be used to 
gratify. 

Frances Moore Lappe. Diet For a Small Planet. Ballantine, 1982. An excellent 

resource for evaluating how our food and diet affects the environment. A good 

reference work for anyone considering vegetarianism on the ground of 

environmentalism and solidarity with the poor. 

Joe Holland. Creative Communion: Toward a Spirituality of Work. Paulist, 
1989. A book which speculates that work is possessed of religious dimensions 

whenever we see it as an activity which acknowledges God, is supportive of 

our fellow humans and community and is not destructive of the environment. 

 



Joe Dominguez and Vicki Robin. Your Money or Your Life: Transforming Your 

Relationship with Money and Achieving Financial Independence. Viking, 1992. 

Generally, a practical "how to" book to reorient one’s mindless spending. By 

carefully detailing what we fritter away we come to be able to assess whether 

the hours of work that went into producing the money is time we would choose 

to spend in exchange for that thoughtless spending. Would you really choose 

to work 100 or 200 hours to buy a big screen television? Or a whole year (or 
more) to buy a Lexus? The book shows how to plan out what you earn and 

what you spend. To begin your new life of intentional spending, borrow this 

one from the library. 

Juliet B. Schor. The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure. 

Harper Collins, 1991. A fascinating and scholarly look at the statistics of the 

increased time North Americans devote to work. The author details how we 

have traded our increased productivity for increased consumer spending. This 

book is quoted during Session |. 
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THE FAITH DIMENSIONS OF WORK 

Dear Friends, 

Faith is a "structuring activity," a process whereby we bring order and meaning to a 

world of data and sense impressions. We see the world with the eyes of faith and we 

understand what is happening because of this vision of faith. St. Anselm wrote, 

"Credo ut intelligam," which can be appropriately interpreted as, "| turn my heart to 

God so that | might understand.” Accordingly, we have faith, we believe, we orient 

ourselves with our faith, so that we might understand. 

The materials which follow are an invitation to look at one of the many activities of 

our lives, albeit an activity which likely consumes much of our energy and time--the 
work we do. As we proceed, we do so with our hearts turned toward God. 

We come to this place of looking at work in the context of being Maryknoll Affiliates. 

We are people who are related in some fashion to Maryknoll, a group of women and 

men who have given much, risked more and have done so for the sake of the Reign 

of God. We claim affiliation with those people--they are the ones who have lived the 

ideas which sparked our interest in what we seek as Maryknoll Affiliates. 

The Affiliates life patterns are different than those of the Maryknoll Sisters, Brothers 

and Fathers. Some of us formerly were members of the Congregation and the 

Society; some of us never were. All of us, however, live on our own and sustain 

ourselves economically in isolation from Maryknoll. We are retired persons or we are 

engaged in the paid workforce in the North American economy. Accordingly, the labor 

that we do is less connected to the Maryknoll Movement than is that of the 

Congregation and Society members. We are "doing" something different than they 

are and yet we too earnestly desire to assist in the proclamation of the Reign of God 

and in the building up of the People of God as a symbol and servant of the Reign. It 

is submitted that this dual function, the proclamation of the Reign and the building up 

of the People of God, is the work of the Maryknoll Movement. 

When we think about it, when we pray, we know that advancement in the careers we 

pursue pales into insignificance when compared to the task of the Movement. We 

easily believe the accumulation of possessions, awards, rewards and security is not 

what life is all about. It simply is not enough--and yet many of us exhaust ourselves 

with our work. We have no time or energy for other activities. We have to get our 

work finished first. We have the presentation to prepare, the clients to be 

interviewed, the order to be completed, the delivery to be made and the continuing 

education to be dealt with. All the while, is the task of the Movement sitting on the 

roadside and waiting to be picked up and carried farther on another day? Is it sitting 

there or are we advancing the work even when we are unaware? Through the 

materials and discussions that follow, it is hoped that there will be provided an  



opportunity to begin to look at how the private economic pursuits of the Affiliates are 

related to the Maryknoll Movement. 

The format to be pursued is offered in view of our typical Affiliate chapter meetings 

held periodically through the year. Two sessions are contemplated, to be held at 

successive chapter meetings. Each session is to be preceded by some brief readings 

to be done at home. The sessions are intended to last only one hour so as to allow 

the transaction of other necessary business at the chapter meetings. The first session 

will seek to outline the dimensions of the interaction of work and being an Affiliate, 

while the second session will consider resolutions and trajectories toward reconciling 

any perceived conflict between our own work and the work of the Reign. At the end 

of the materials is a Session Ill which is a bibliography which you might find useful as 

you continue your journey. 

If you are contemplating facilitating this process with your group, it is my suggestion 

that the materials be mailed out several weeks prior to the meeting so as to allow 

sufficient time for all to reflect prayerfully on the readings. Also, | would suggest that 

the readings be accompanied with an appeal that the time be taken to do the reading. 

| think you will find that the meeting will bear more fruit if the group has a grasp of 

the materials. 

It is my belief that the conclusion of this program will lead you to the same place | 

came to. That is, | abandoned the hope of finding a singular, unitary answer to the 

meaning of work. The only answer is that finding meaning, the depth of what is 

transpiring, is an effort which requires a daily exploration of who we are and what we 

are doing. 

Share your stories of work with each other. Humans live their lives as narrative 

beings. We understand who we are by virtue of what we have experienced. If | am 

to know you, you will need to tell me about yourself. Let me hear your story, 

especially those about how you participate in the creation of the world. 

 



SESSION | 

A Focus on the Interaction of Work and Being an Affiliate 

A. Some reading preparatory to the discussion: Please review the next several pages 

prior to our gathering to discuss the questions of work and Maryknoll. In these 
materials, you will find some excerpts from Juliet Schor’s 1991 book, The 

Overworked American, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops’ Economic Justice 

For All, Scripture, and the Affiliate Covenant. Consider these materials prayerfully. 
  

 



In the last twenty years the amount of time Americans have spent at their jobs has 

risen steadily. Each year the change is small, amounting to about nine hours, or 

slightly more than one additional day of work. In any given year, such a small 

increment has probably been imperceptible. But the accumulated increase over two 

decades is substantial. When surveyed, Americans report that they have only sixteen 

and a half hours of leisure a week, after the obligations of job and household are taken 

care of. Working hours are already longer than they were forty years ago. If present 

trends continue, by the end of the century Americans will be spending as much time 

at their jobs as they did back in the nineteen twenties. The Overworked American: 

The Unexpected Decline of Leisure. (Juliet B. Schor, Harper Collins, 1991). (cited as 

Schor hereinafter). (page 1). 

Since 1948, productivity has failed to rise in only five years. The level of productivity 

of the US worker has more than doubled. In other words, we could now produce our 

1948 standard of living (measured in terms marketed goods and services) in less than 

half the time in that year. We actually could have chosen the four-hour day. Or a 

working year of six months. Or, every worker in the United States could now be 
taking every other year off from work--with pay. Incredible as it may sound, this is 

just the simple arithmetic of productivity growth in operation... In 1990, the average 
American owns and consumes more than twice as much as he or she did in 1948, but 

also has less free time... Americans have been found to spend more time shopping 

than anyone else... On a per-person basis, yearly income [GNP per capita] is nearly 

$22,000 a year--or sixty-five times the average income of half the world’s population. 

(Schor, pages 2-3) 

Yet the claim that capitalism has delivered us from excessive toil can be sustained 

only if we take as our point of comparison eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe 

and America--a period that witnessed what were probably the longest and most 

arduous work schedules in the history of humankind... Reject the idea that the 

medieval economy entailed continuous toil. It is unlikely that the workday was much 

above the standards of today... Leisure time in Ancient Greece and Rome was also 

plentiful. Athenians had fifty to sixty holidays annually, while in Tarentum they 

apparently had half the year. In the old Roman calendar, 109 of 355 days were 

designated nefasti, or "unlawful for judicial and political business.” By the mid-fourth 

century, the number of feriae publicae (public festival days) reached 175. (Schor, 

page 6) 

...when a woman takes a paying job, her schedule expands by at least twenty hours 

a week. (Schor, page 8)  



Two-earner couples have less time together, which researchers have found reduces 

the happiness and satisfaction of a marriage... A decade of research by Berkeley 

sociologist Arlie Hochschild suggests that many marriages where women are doing the 

"second shift" are close to the breaking point... According to economist Sylvia 

Hewlett, "child neglect has become endemic to our society.” At least half a million 

preschoolers are thought to be left at home part of each day... Hewlett links the 

"parenting deficit" to a variety of problems plaguing the country’s youth: poor 

performance in school, mental problems, drug and alcohol use, and teen suicide. 

(Schor, pages 12-13) 

Why is it one hears so little today about shortening the work week, especially if both 

parents are working? Such a change would give them more time for each other, for 

their children, and for their other social and political responsibilities. (Economic 

Justice For All, #337) 

Many working mothers live a life of perpetual motion, effectively holding down two 

full-time jobs. They rise in the wee hours of the morning to begin the day with a few 

hours of laundry, cleaning, and other housework. Then they dress and feed the 

children and send them off to school. They themselves then travel to their jobs. The 

three-quarters of employed women with full-time positions then spend the next eight 

and a half hours in the workplace. At the end of the official workday, it’s back to the 

"second shift"--the duties of housewife and mother. Grocery shopping, picking up the 

children and cooking dinner take up the next few hours. After dinner there’s clean-up, 
possibly some additional housework, and, of course, more child care... One might 

think that as women’s working hours rose, husbands would compensate by spending 

less time on the job. But just the opposite has occurred. Men who work are also 

putting in longer hours... Thirty percent of men with children under fourteen report 
working fifty or more hours a week... Thirty percent of them work Saturdays and/or 

Sundays at their regular employment. And many others use the weekends for taking 

on a second job... "Either | can spend time with my family, or support them--but not 

both." (Schor, pages 20-21) 
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Improvements in Material Standards of Living 

  

Housing 

Characteristics 1940 1950 1970 1989 

Size of typical home! (in square feet) 750 2000 

Houses with running water® 70% 98% 

Houses with flush toilets® 60% 96% 

Home ownership rate’ 44% 55% 64% 

Houscholds with 

Selected Appliances? 1940 1953 1987 

Electric refrigerators 44% 89% 100% 

Washing machines 
76% 75% 

Kitchen ranges 
24% . 97% 

Air-conditioners 
1.3% 64% 

Dishwashers 
3% 43% 

Microwaves, : 0% 0% 61% 

Color televisions Sh 0% 93% 

  

awitold Rybczynski, “Living Smaller,” Atlantic Monthly, February 1991, 67-68. 

bLebergott, The American Economy: Income, Wealth and Want (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton 

University Press, 1976), 98-99. 
Home ownership statistics for 1940 and 1950 from U.S. Department of Commerce, Statisti- 

cal Abstract of the United States, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), 

673. table 1110. Data for 1989 from Lawrence Mishel and David M. Frankel, The State of 

Working America, (Armonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe), 224, table 8.1. 

41940 figure for refrigerators from Lebergott, American Economy, 101. All figures for 1953 

and 1987 are from Statistical Abstract. 1953 figures are from 1971 edition, table 667, 1117. 

198 figures are from 1990 edition, table 723, 1280. 
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A vicious cycle arises from the fact that the satisfactions gained from consumption 

are often short-lived. For many, consumption can be habit forming. Like drug addicts 

who develop a tolerance, consumers need additional hits to maintain any given level 

of satisfaction. The switch from black and white to color television was a real 

improvement when it occurred. But soon viewers became habituated to color. Going 

back to black and white would have reduced well-being, but having color may not 

have yielded a permanently higher level of satisfaction. Telephones are another 

example. Rotary dialing was a major improvement. Then came touch-tone, which 

made us impatient with rotaries. Now numbers are preprogrammed and some people 

begin to find any dialing a chore. (Schor, page 124) 

...the globe’s only other rich, industrialized country with longer hours than the United 

States--namely, Japan--is also the only nation to watch more television. (Schor, page 

161) 

Not that | am referring to being in need; for | have learned to be content 

with whatever | have. | know what it is to have little, and | know what 

it is to have plenty. In any and all circumstances | have learned the 

secret of being well-fed and of going hungry, of having plenty and of 

being in need. | can do all things through him who strengthens me (Ph 

4:11-13). 

And he said to them, "Take care! Be on your guard against all kinds of 

greed, for one’s life does not consist in the abundance of possessions.” 

Then he told them a parable: "The land of a rich man produced 

abundantly. And he thought to himself, "What should | do, for | have no 
place to store my crops?’ Then he said, ’l will do this: | will pull down 

my barns and build larger ones, and there | will store all my grain and my 

goods. And | will say to my soul, ‘Soul, you have ample goods laid up 
for many years; relax, eat, drink, be merry.” But God said to him, "You 

fool! This night your life is being demanded of you. And the things you 

have prepared, whose will they be?’ So it is with those who store up 
treasures for themselves, but are not rich toward God." (Lk 12:15-21) 

For a thousand years in your sight are like yesterday when it is past, or 

like a watch in the night. 

You sweep them away; they are like a dream, 

like grass that is renewed in the morning. (Ps 90:4-5)  



Every perspective on economic life that is human, moral, and Christian must be 

shaped by three questions: What does the economy do for people? What does it do 

to people? And how do people participate in it? The economy is a human reality: men 

and women working together to develop and care for the whole of God's creation. 

All this work must serve the material and spiritual well-being of people. It influences 

what people hope for themselves and their loved ones. It affects the way they act 

together in society. It influences their very faith in God. (Economic Justice For All, 

#1) 

You make springs gush forth in the valleys; 

they flow between the hills, 

giving drink to every wild animal; 

the wild asses quench their thirst. 

By the streams the birds of the air have their habitation; 

they sing among the branches. 

From your lofty abode you water the mountains; 

the earth is satisfied with the fruit of your work. 

You cause the grass to grow for the cattle, 

and plants for people to use, 

to bring forth food from the earth, 
and wine to gladden the human heart. (Ps 104:10-15) 

 



MARYKNOLL AFFILIATE COVENANT 

PREFACE 

The members of the Maryknoll Congregation and Society are 

continually striving to grow in their response to the Gospel as 

disciples of Jesus. They engage in overseas, cross-cultural and 

frontier mission activities, and they seek to encourage others to 

become involved in the mission of Jesus. 

Maryknoll Affiliates seek to carry out the mission of Jesus 

in their own life styles by identifying with and participating in 

the work and mission vision of Maryknoll. 

The Affiliate Relationship is intended to foster a spirit of 

creative mutuality that can enrich, support, and challenge 

affiliates and Maryknollers in their response to the Gospel in 

our times. Affiliates and Maryknollers offer each other their 

time, talents, inspiration and resources to create community, "and 

provide opportunities for participation in mission. 

COVENANT 

- Read by the Maryknoll Representative(s) - 

The Maryknoll community desires and welcomes the participation of 

affiliates in its mission vision, spirituality, and work. 

- Read by the Affiliate(s) - 
1, desire an affiliate relationship with 

Maryknoll. I recognize that this relationship is dynamic and 

needs to be nurtured. Therefore, I will participate in the 

. Affiliate Chapter and seek the support of 

its members and of Maryknoll as I strive to live out my 

commitment. 

- Read by All - 

Together we profess our belief: 

— that we need to grow in our personal knowledge of Jesus 

and His message. 
- that, guided by the Holy Spirit, to practice our christian 

faith, we share our knowledge and love of Jesus with others. 

- that our faith needs to be expressed in a concern for the 

people of the whole world. : ‘ 

- that the poor and needy have a priority claim on our time 

and energy. 
- that all peoples, cultures and religions deserve equal 

respect. : : 

- that our efforts are enhanced and our lives are enriched 

in the Spirit by being united in community with others who are 

dedicated to these same beliefs. 

Together we acknowledge our call: 

- to mission through a prophetic witness which comes from 

our baptismal vocation, and in relation with Maryknoll. 

- to promote peace in the world by working for justice 

locally while seeing the relationship of our efforts to the 

global issues of justice and peace. 
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- to a life style which seeks material simplicity, so that 

we may be a better witnesses of the Gospel. 

- to use ‘the natural resources of the earth wisely, 

respecting the needs of others. 

Together we respond by growing in the practice: 
- of personal and communal prayer, reflection and study. 

- of christian works, giving priority to those which concern 

the poor and needy. 
- of justice in our personal lives, and in solidarity with 

others working to promote justice for individuals and groups in 

society. 
- of respect for all peoples, cultures and religions, and 

participation with others in efforts that promote human rights 

and responsibility of all people in equality and love. 
x hk k kk kx *k kk * * *k * k x k *k *k * * * * 

I call upon all Maryknollers and the members of my chapter to 

encourage my faithful commitment to the affiliate relationship 
that I have proclaimed on this the day of 
in the year 

Affiliate: Signature: 

I, , call upon all Maryknollers and 

Affiliates to welcome and affirm this Affiliate Relationship with 

Maryknoll proclaimed together with : 

on this the day of in the year 

Maryknoll: - Signature: 

CONCLUSION 

- Read by All - 

Together we state the ideals and objectives contained in the 

mutual commitment between Maryknollers and Affiliates. 

Together we desire communities: 
of faith in Jesus; 

based on the Maryknoll charism of mission; 

which foster our spiritual growth; | 
provide mutual support and sharing; . 

seek to become better informed; 
and encourage simplicity of life style. 

Together we respond to the Gospel by: 
Respecting all peoples, cultures, religions and the 

whole of creation. 
Promoting peace in working for justice. 
Developing a world vision of cross-cultural sharing. 

Giving the poor and needy a priority claim on our 
time and energy. 
Offering opportunities to participate in mission work 

and by supporting those who do mission work. 

By the grace of God, in the name of Jesus, the Christ. Amen. 
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B. Some materials to reflect upon as a group when we gather: When we meet, it is 

hoped (1) that we can share our thoughts about some of the following questions; (2) 

that we understand that there are no answers being proposed--only questions; and (3) 

the discovery begins as we start each day. 

Therefore | tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or 

what you will drink, or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life 

more than food, and the body more than clothing? Look at the birds of 

the air; they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your 

heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? And 

can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life? And 

why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how 

they grow; they neither toil nor spin, yet | tell you, even Solomon in all 

his glory was not clothed like one of these. But if God so clothes the 
grass of the field, which is alive today and tomorrow is thrown into the 

oven, will he not much more clothe you--you of little faith? Therefore, 

do not worry, saying, "What will we eat?" or "What will we drink?" or 

"What will we wear?" For it is the Gentiles who strive for all these 

things; and indeed your heavenly Father knows that you need all these 

things. But strive first for the kingdom of God and its righteousness, and 

all these things will be given to you as well. So do not worry about 

tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own. Today's trouble 

is enough for today. (Mt 6:25-34) 

Is this Scripture passage realistic or unmitigated naivete? 

Why are you working (did you work) so hard? 

At what age did you start working? 

If you are retired from your work, your career, what advice would you give someone 

who is still engaged in a career? Why do you give that advice? Is there any insight 

which your experience has given you which you think the actively employed cannot 

see? 

Did your views of work change over the course of your life? In what respects? 

Is work a curse, a way of penance, a way to allow us to become better humans, a 

way to cure us of our imperfections, something we have to accept and deal with as 
best we can? 

Is work a way to pass the time while awaiting the Reign of God? 

Is work a way to bring about the Reign of God? 
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What is work? 

Does your work affect other people? Those with whom you work? By what you 

produce or how you serve? Your family? Your country? Competitors? Other 

countries? 

Does work make you tired? 

Do you work alone? 

Is your work affected by how many things you need? How many things do you need? 

What are they? 

How do you find the time to think about, to pray about work? 

Do you ever rejoice over work? When? In any particular circumstances? 

Is there anything in the readings above which surprises you or angers you or provokes 
a comment? 

Are there any Scripture passages which come to your mind now? 

Is there any inconsistency between the work that you do and the Affiliate Covenant? 

How does your work advance the Affiliate Covenant? 

 



C. A prayer to close our reflections: 

appendx 

A Psalm Before Leaving Work 

My day ends here, O my Beloved, 

and | give you thanks for my employment 

when so many are jobless. 

| thank you, my God, for your grace 

in the difficult moments of this day. 

| am grateful for the gift of community 

with those who share this work. 

Look with compassion upon any failure 

to treat each person | have met today, 

whether friend or stranger, as Christ. 

With your holy help, tomorrow | will do better. 

Blessed are you who gives me a share 

in the work of re-creating the world 

in love, justice and peace. 

--Edward Hays, Prayers For a Planetary Pilgrim 

 



SESSION II 

A Focus on Solutions 

A. Some reading preparatory to the discussion: In the prior meeting, we looked at 

some of the questions, the conflicts, the problems which our work presents us or 

those we love. We began to articulate what work meant for us. Indeed, we needed 

to think about what we meant by the word "work." 

We received as gifts the stories we shared--that we understand each person is 

precious and each reflects in some fashion the immensity of God. We understand that 

each person is unique and that each of us has traveled through life, the path of 

discovery of self and God, by our own route. Although we make this journey with 

others, our experiences are seen through our eyes alone. However, when we hear 

what the other has experienced, our own experience is enhanced and enfolded in the 

context of the journey of another. Not only do we learn of the commonalities in our 

journeys, we also obtain insight into what our own experiences might mean. We are 

gifts of enrichment to each other. 

As Affiliates, how do we transform the stories of work we have heard and lived? How 

do we understand this data as Affiliates? In some of the materials which follow, there 

are suggestions as to how to see our work as a faith-filled activity. Let us examine 

these readings with our hearts turned toward God. 

 



Those who have received the good news and who have been gathered by it into the 

community of salvation can and must communicate and spread it (Maryknoll Affiliates 

Theological Statement ("TS"), draft 10/92, quoting 13 Evangelii nunciandi). 

...when they apply themselves to temporal affairs, their work in a way is a 

continuation of the labor of Jesus Christ himself...Human labor of this kind is so 

exalted and ennobled that it leads people engaged in it to spiritual perfection, and can 

likewise contribute to the diffusion and propagation of the fruits of Redemption to 

others. So also it results in the flow of that Gospel leaven, as it were, through the 

veins of civil society wherein we live and work (TS, quoting 259 Mater et magistra.) 

Between evangelization and human advancement--development and liberation--there 

are in fact profound links...how in fact can one proclaim the new commandment 

without promoting in justice and in peace the true, authentic advancement of 

persons?...it is impossible to accept "that in evangelization one could or should ignore 

the importance of the problems so much discussed today, concerning justice, 

liberation, development and peace in the world. This would be to forget the lesson 

which comes to us from the Gospel concerning love of our neighbor who is suffering 

and in need." (TS, quoting 31 Evangelii nunciandi).   

The pilgrim church is missionary by its very nature. For it is from the mission of the 

Son and the mission of the Holy Spirit that it takes its origin, in accordance with the 

decree of God (Maryknoll Affiliates Missiological Statement, draft 10/92, quoting 2 

Ad gentes). 

The world calls for and expects from us simplicity of life, the spirit of prayer, charity 

towards all, especially towards the lowly and the poor, obedience and humility, 

detachment and self-sacrifice. Without this mark of holiness, our word will have 
difficulty in touching the hearts of modern people (Maryknoll Affiliates Ecclesiological 

Statement, draft 10/92, quoting 76 Evangelii hunciandi).   

How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land?...Every shining pine needle, 

every sandy shore, every mist in the dark wood, every clearing and humming insect 

is holy in the memory and experience of my people...The rivers are our brothers, they 

quench our thirst...l have seen a thousand rotting buffaloes in the prairie, left by the 

white man who shot them from a passing train. 

What are humans without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, humans would die 

from a great loneliness of spirit. For whatever happens to the beasts soon happens 

to humans. All things are connected. (Chief Seattle, quoted in John Haughey’s 

Converting Nine to Five ("Converting"), p. 38). 

...the 1981 encyclical On Human Work...distinguished two aspects of work: 

subjective and objective. [Pope John Paul ll] insists that 
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the basis for determining the value of human work is not primarily the 

kind of work being done but the fact that the one doing it is a person. 

The sources of dignity of work are to be sought principally in the 

subjective dimension, not in the objective...work is for humans, not 

humans for work. (Converting, p. 41). 

Imagine how spiritually nurturing our work would be if we pierced through to the 

transcendent dignity and importance in God’s eyes of the colleagues with whom we 

work regularly. Each of them could become an eikon ("image") of God... (Converting, 

p. 64). 

What was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our 

eyes, what we have looked upon and our hands have touched--we speak of the word 

of life. This life became visible; we have seen and bear witness to it, and we proclaim 

to you the eternal life that was present to the Father and became visible to us. What 
we have seen and heard we proclaim in turn to you so that you may share life with 

us. This fellowship of ours is with the Father and with the Son, Jesus Christ. Indeed, 

our purpose in writing you this is that our joy may be complete (1Jn 1:1-4). 

Work can be meaningful intrinsically or merely extrinsically. If the former, doing the 

job is in itself satisfying. If the latter it is used to supply the means necessary to do 
the things one finds meaningful, like raising a family, getting an education, funding an 

interest, financing a hobby, or paying off a debt. If itis intrinsically meaningful, there 

can be unforeseen costs. For example, one can find work so meaningful that other 

things lose their appeal. Many people’s marriages suffer from their overinvestment in 

work. In fact, people can get so immersed in their work that it begins to function like 

an idol. Persons who live as though they are what they do have already begun to lose 

their souls to the objects with which they work. No less spiritually destructive is the 

opposite condition: people who spend forty or more hours of the week doing 

something they don’t like, don’t respect themselves for doing, and don’t see as 

beneficial to others, must suffer under work's negative impact on their spirits. 

(Converting, p. 17). 

In the final analysis God alone knows the meaning of our work. We surrender it to 

God. How?...There are three steps in the process of surrender and transformation. 
The first of these is inclusion...What had been exclusively my concern, my work, or 

my business undergoes a change of venue. My work is now also the concern of the 

One to whom it has been surrendered...The fruit of inclusion is discernment...The 

distance one gains by inclusion sharpens one’s ability to judge one’s work, its worth, 

its deficiency, and the manner and spirit in which it should be done...The second act 

needed in this process of surrendering to God the meaning of our work is that of 

obedience...We must obey God about the work we have included...The obedience of 

the Christian means loving God with our strengths... The third step in this anthropology 

of entrustment is hope...The object of that hope is God. God is the One in whom we 
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ultimately hope. But we have other, proximate objects of hope, some of which are 

related to our work...We can hope for many things. We owe it to ourselves as 

followers of Christ to hope for them in him... The stronger our hope in God, the fewer 

and deeper our other hopes become. (Converting, pp. 116-121). 

The theology of work has three main fundamental avenues of approach. The first of 

these is what is called the penitential view of work, in which work was seen as a 
punishment for original sin. It is based on the Genesis text, "In the sweat of your face 

you shall eat bread" (Gn. 3:19)...Another approach of greater relevance and appeal 

today is the creationist view of work...Humanity’s mandate is to dominate the earth 

and bring it under submission...Humanity’s work is thus seen as cooperation with God 

in the continuing act of creation and dominating matter. Humans are free to shape 

and determine creation which has been entrusted to them and in the exercise of this 

sovereignty over creation humans are truly the image of God...A third approach to 

work is that called the eschatological view. It has the Second Coming of Christ as its 

starting point and the new heaven and new earth as its culmination. On the personal 

level it leads one to ask whether one’s work will have any value at all after death; and 

on the universal level, whether this material world which humans of all ages have 

helped to build and shape will have an echo at all in the world to come... Two extreme 

positions in eschatology can be identified: firstly, there are the dual-eschatologists 

who tend to see no connection at all between this world and the next. Eternity for 

them is not to be thought of as the fruit of which the present life is the flower; the 

transcendence of the Kingdom is foreign to the process of history and earthly 
progress, and the latter can in no way be looked upon as a preparation for and 

development towards the Kingdom. Secondly, and at the other end of the pendulum, 

are those who see a direct link between this world and the world to come. This is 

typified in the Teilhardian view of seeing all human effort as one of the ascending 

stages which leads on, through a succession of preparatory degrees, to human 

divinization, the Mystical Body and the Kingdom. Each stage flows from the previous 

and improves upon it, until humans eventually reach perfection, divinization or heaven- 

or however one may choose to express the final stage in this upward movement 

(Gideon Goosen, The Theology of Work, pp.65-70). 

 



B. Some materials to reflect upon as a group when we gather 

His disciples, returning at this point, were surprised that Jesus was 

speaking with a woman. No one put a question, however, such as 

"What do you want of him?" or "Why are you talking with her?" The 

woman then left her water jar and went off into the town. She said to 

the people: "Come and see someone who told me everything | ever did! 

Could this not be the Messiah?" At that they set out from the town to 

meet him. Meanwhile, the disciples were urging him, "Rabbi, eat 

something." But he told them: "| have food to eat of which you do not 

know." At this the disciples said to one another, "Do you suppose that 

someone has brought him something to eat?" Jesus explained to them: 

"Doing the will of him who sent me and bringing his work to completion 

is my food." (John 4:27-34) 

As we asked the last time we met, is this Scripture passage realistic or unmitigated 

naivete? How can we bring into our lives an understanding that Scripture is a way of 

learning for us? How do we get reoriented so as to be able to hear the Gospel? 

How do we cope with the negative aspects of our work? 

What do you think of John Haughey’s scheme of surrender of our work, excerpted 
from his book Converting Nine to Five? How might we perform acts of (a) inclusion, 

(b) obedience and (c) hope with respect to our own work? 

Are our experiences of love, work and good news to be kept a secret or do we need 

to share what we have learned? Does sharing your experiences with another enhance 

your own understanding? Are not sharing and teaching inherently self-reflective 

processes? 

Different views are expressed about the Reign of God. Do you believe your acts, your 

work, your way of being, help to hasten the Reign of God? Alternatively, do you 

believe your acts, your work, your way of being, prepare you to see the Reign of God 

as it emerges? 

Is creation in a trend, however halting, toward fulfilment of human potential? Or are 

we in a downward spiral, with humanity’s wars, pollution and genocide pushing us 

toward ultimate destruction? Or are we just drifting along, bobbing in aimless history? 
Where do you stand?  



As Maryknoll Affiliates, do we find the following particularly apropos? 
...for the church, the first means of evangelization is in the witness of an 

authentically Christian life...Modern people listen more willingly to 

witnesses than to teachers, and if they listen to teachers, it is because 

the teachers are witnesses. (Maryknoll Affiliates Theological Statement, 

draft 10/92, quoting 14 Evangelii nunciandi) 

 



C. A prayer to close our reflections: 

God who is with us from morning and through the night, 

grant me the vision to see this. 

Work with me. Work on me. 

Give me the courage to examine what | do and who | am 

becoming. 

Every day. 

Give me the wisdom to know that, when | feel 

the most overwhelmed, 

when there is 

the least time to pray, 

this is precisely when | most need to be with you. 

Change me. Turn me toward you every day. 

Do not let me wait until | am perfect 

before | begin to share what | know. 

You are with us as the Spirit; you taught us in Jesus; you are 

beyond my description. 

Amen. 

 



SESSION lI 

TO BE COMPLETED over the rest of your life: 

All of the materials which have been presented arise from a project undertaken for a 

course required to complete a Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology from St. Mary of 

the Woods College, St. Mary of the Woods, Indiana. | embarked on the project with 

the expectation that | would find an answer (yes, singular noun!) to the meaning of 

work and how it can be reconciled with my understanding of who God is. To prepare 

for this project and to develop the materials which would lead you through to the 

same answer | had found, | commenced a program of reading about work and the 

holiness of the ordinary. As | proceeded further into the topic, clarity was at an ever- 

receding horizon. Ultimately, | was faced with the practical need to conclude my 

coursework and put down on paper what | had come to learn. | never found the 

answer. Instead, | found a view of the problem of faith and work which was as 

manifold as there are men and women of faith who seek to know God. After having 

struggled mightily for many months, these few pages emerged. | am most grateful to 

you for the opportunity to have shared them with you. 

Perhaps | overstate my inability to formulate an answer. What | have learned is that 

there is not one answer to understand what our work is unless it is to say that we 

need to look very often and very closely at what we are doing when we work. As the 

prayer recites at the end of Session Il, it is precisely when we are too busy to pray 

that we must pray. The only unified answer to this undertaking about work is that we 

need to surrender in prayer to God to find out who we are and what we are doing. 

 



Some resources for you to consider if you would like to read further about faith and 

work 

With the exception of the first three books, the following materials are offered 

in no particular order. The first three are all very accessible books which describe the 

growth of faith, how it proceeds from its earliest understanding of "what Mommy and 

Daddy say" to the stage of universalizing faith whereby we can be concerned about 

far distant peoples, times and areas of the world. If we are to consider what work 

means, we must consider not only the symptoms of a problem but also focus on the 

cause of the symptom. The question is, therefore, not only, how do we help people 

who find work problematic, but also, why are people finding work problematic? Thus, 

as Session lll proceeds, as you read, consider how you are growing in your faith, how 

you are understanding both symptoms and cures. Use the first three as a way to 

integrate all of your reading. 

John J. Walsh. Integral Justice: Changing People, Changing Structures. Orbis, 

1991. Written by a Maryknoll priest who addressed the 1993 National 

Gathering of Affiliates in Chicago. This book asks us to look at systems rather 

that just the effects of systems. 

James W. Fowler. Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and 

the Quest For Meaning. Harper, 1981. As the title suggests, this book traces 

the patterns common in the growth and deepening of our faith lives and how 

our senses of moral concerns changes. Excellent. 

John J. Walsh and James J. DiGiacomo. So You Want To Do Ministry? Orbis, 

1993. An accessible book about how faith develops in adults. A very 

interesting book to read in comparison to other developmental theorists such 

as James Fowler and Evelyn and James Whitehead. 

Matthew Fox. The Reinvention of Work: A New Vision of Livelihood for Our 

Time. Harper, 1994. A frustrating but also novel view of the need for personal 

transformation of ourselves before we can hope to help the world. The key to 

this transformation for Fox is a renewal of our liturgy. 

Kathleen Hughes and Mark Francis, eds. Living No Longer For Ourselves: 

Liturgy and Justice in the Nineties. Liturgical Press, 1991. A fascinating 

consideration of the ways in which our ethical lives are impacted by our liturgy. 

Unless our liturgy changes who we are, the liturgy is not doing its job. Very 

good material here from the faculty at Chicago’s Catholic Theological Union.  



Parker J. Palmer. The Active Life: Wisdom for Work, Creativity and Caring. 

Harper, 1990. Easy reading which explores the calling to live a life which seeks 

to strip away illusions. There is an interesting review of Henri Nouwen’s essay 

regarding Jesus’ temptations in the desert. Nouwen sees these as temptations 

to be relevant, to ignore the consequences of power and to be spectacular. 

Lee Hardy. The Fabric of This World: Inquiries into Calling, Career Choice and 

the Design of Human Work. W. B. Eerdmans, 1990. A very interesting book, 

written by a Calvin College professor, views work from Reformed Christianity’s 

perspective. Hardy finds many points of agreement between Protestant 

and Roman Catholic theologies of work. It concludes with a review of modern 

management theories of personnel administration and human motivation. 

Elizabeth A. Johnson. She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological 

Discourse. Crossroad, 1992. A scholarly and prayerful journey through our 

understandings of who God is and how our ideas of gender and gender-based 

images of God limit our theology. 

Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore. Also A Mother: Work and Family as a Theological 

Dilemma. Abingdon, 1994. This book explores the lack of consideration of 
maternal roles and images in the creating of theology. Very good. 

Penny Lernoux. Hearts on Fire: The Story of the Maryknoll Sisters. Orbis, 

1993. This book tells wonderful stories about the Maryknoll Sisters and traces 
its founding and discusses its founders and brings the reader to the currentera: . 
of the Maryknoll Congregation. Entertaining and a good way to access the 

Maryknoll charism. 

Bruce Davis. Monastery Without Walls. Celestial Arts, 1990. The author 

reminds us that we do not need to live in a monastery to have "silence," a way 

of being quiet, restful and focused on what is genuine. The book is interesting 

but not sufficiently instructive to be placed high on a reading list. 

Robert K. Greenleaf. Servant Leadership. Paulist Press, 1977. This is a 

relation of the author’s views about the need to envision leadership as service 

rather than as the exercise of power. The idea of providing leadership training 
in our schools is an idea worthy of consideration. 

Kerry J. Koller. Your Future, Your Choice. Greenlawn Press, 1994. An easily 

read treatment of how to consider the ethical content of our choices about 
consumption of resources and purchasing. The author argues for an ethic of 

self-reliance, prudence and frugality so as to avoid dissipating our energies on 
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self-defeating consumerism. Very nice use of Scripture to illustrate his 

argument. 

Marsha Sinetar. Do What You Love, The Money Will Follow. Dell, 1987. A 

1987 version of "Fire in the Belly." That is, this book argues for self- 

determination, self-awareness and fulfillment of the self through work. In order 

to be happy with what we are doing, we need to know who we are. A "self- 

help” book that is in the category of "ok." 

Gideon Goosen. The Theology of Work. Clergy Book Service, 1974. This brief 

book is a very good overview of the western world’s view of work since the 

time of the ancient Hebrew nation. The book is recommended for use in gaining 

an overview of the theology of work. 

Vatican Il. Gaudium et spes. If one is unfamiliar with the writings of Vatican 

ll, this document is recommended for an introduction. One will be pleasantly 

surprised at how "relevant" the Church can be. Our immense human problems 

are issues which require the input of the Church. 

Huston Smith. The Religions of Man. HarperRow, 1965. Chapter 1, 

"Hinduism." This portion of the book (together with the rest of the work) is 

recommended for its sensitive treatment of the world’s religions. Here, we see 

how Hinduism deals with the phases of one’s life as one proceeds from student 

to householder to retirement to freedom from the cares of the world. 

John C. Haughey. Converting Nine to Five. Crossroad, 1994. A very useful 

book which offers suggestions as to how we might understand the spiritual 
nature of our work-a-day world. Quoted extensively during our Session Il. 

John C. Haughey. The Holy Use of Money: Personal Finance in Light of 

Christian Faith. Crossroad, 1989. An earlier book by Haughey which ponders 

how to understand economic matters in light of our faith. Haughey is affiliated 

with an organization called the Ministry of Money, located in suburban 

Washington, D.C. This group organizes cross-cultural trips and workshops in 

the U.S. The workshops are often focused on women who are perceived to 

have less familiarity with the family finances than the menfolk. Whether true 

or not for you, friends of mine who have attended were much impressed. 

Further, other workshops urge both genders to judge their lives not by material 

things. This book is the theory behind the Ministry of Money. 

John F. Kavanaugh. Following Christ in a Consumer Society. Orbis, 1992. An 

excellent treatment of how we often suffer from turning humans into things by 

measuring human value solely in terms of its productivity or its utility. Workers 

cease being mothers, fathers, sisters and brothers; they are instead so many 
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units of production. A similar phenomenon occurs with the objectification of 

women in pornography--we no longer see a women but an object to be used to 

gratify. 

Frances Moore Lappe. Diet For a Small Planet. Ballantine, 1982. An excellent 
resource for evaluating how our food and diet affects the environment. A good 

reference work for anyone considering vegetarianism on the ground of 

environmentalism and solidarity with the poor. 

  

Joe Holland. Creative Communion: Toward a Spirituality of Work. Paulist, 

1989. A book which speculates that work is possessed of religious dimensions 
whenever we see it as an activity which acknowledges God, is supportive of 

our fellow humans and community and is not destructive of the environment. 

Joe Dominguez and Vicki Robin. Your Money or Your Life: Transforming Your 

Relationship with Money and Achieving Financial Independence. Viking, 1992. 

Generally, a practical "how to" book to reorient one’s mindless spending. By 

carefully detailing what we fritter away we come to be able to assess whether 

the hours of work that went into producing the money is time we would choose 

to spend in exchange for that thoughtless spending. Would you really choose 

to work 100 or 200 hours to buy a big screen television? Or a whole year (or 

more) to buy a Lexus? The book shows how to plan out what you earn and 
what you spend. To begin your new life of intentional spending, borrow this 

one from the library. 

Juliet B. Schor. The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure. 

Harper Collins, 1991. A fascinating and scholarly look at the statistics of the 

increased time North Americans devote to work. The author details how we 

have traded our increased productivity for increased consumer spending. This 

book is quoted during Session I. 

James J. DiGiacomo and John J. Walsh. Christian Discovery: The Road to 

Justice. Orbis, 1992. The two authors team up again to create a sensitive look 
at how to get in touch with the message of the Gospel in a personally 

transforming way. We have all heard the Gospell read to us but we need to 

take it personally. 
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